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1.0 Purpose of the Report 
 

1.1 This paper outlines the demand pressures in High Needs, developments and progress 
in the implementation of the Strategic Plan for SEND Education Provision 0-25 and the 
financial medium-term outlook. It also provides an update on forthcoming teachers’ 
pay costs and associated funding grants. 

 

2.0 Background 
 

2.1 At its meeting in September, the Forum considered the information provided by DfE in 
relation to ‘levelling up’ school funding and related information on the implementation 
of the National Funding Formula (NFF) for 2020-21.  

2.2 The national funding formula for schools has been running for two years; 2020-21 will 
be the third year of the ‘soft’ implementation.  

2.3  Since the September Schools Forum meeting, the DfE have provided provisional NFF 
allocations on Friday 11 October as well as notional school-level allocations. The key 
elements of the NFF for 2020-21 include: 

- The mandatory minimum per-pupil level is set at £3,750 for primary schools 
and £5,000 for secondary schools. The primary level will rise to £4,000 in 
2021-22; 

- The Minimum Funding Guarantee (MFG) must be set somewhere between 
+0.5% and +1.84%, in conjunction with a local gains cap; 

- The DfE have confirmed that local authorities will continue to be able to 
transfer up to 0.5% of their schools block to other blocks of the DSG, with 
schools forum approval. A disapplication will be required for transfers above 
0.5%, or any amount without schools forum approval; 

- The DfE are introducing a new formulaic approach to the mobility factor; 
- Teachers’ pay grant and teachers’ pension employer contributions grant 

will both continue to be paid separately from the NFF in 2020-21. 

2.4 The local authority will continue to set a local schools formula, in consultation with local 
schools. However, the DfE has confirmed its intention to move to a single ‘hard’ 
national funding formula to determine every school’s budget. The timescale, or any 
transition period, is not yet known. 

2.5 Although there is some – although limited - local discretion over the design of the 
funding formulae for 2020-21, the DfE has determined that the minimum per-pupil 
funding (MPPF) level will be a mandatory factor. A consultation on the MPPF has been 
undertaken by DfE and the local authority consultation response can be seen in 
Appendix 1. Although the DfE indicated that a government response would be 
published in November 2019, it is now not clear whether this will be published during 
the purdah period prior to the General Election on 12 December 2019. 

2.6 A consultation on school funding arrangements for the financial year 2020-21 was 
launched on 18 October 2019. This affects all maintained mainstream schools and 
mainstream academies in North Yorkshire. The consultation launch date was later than 
usual and reflected the late publication of individual LA allocations from the DfE. 
Financial modelling of the impact and implications of the allocation for individual 
schools was undertaken by the North Yorkshire Finance Team and concluded by 18 
October 2019. Key considerations in the financial modelling include: 
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- The level of the Minimum Funding Guarantee (i.e. the minimum per pupil 
increase which any school will receive - which DfE have mandated must be set 
somewhere between +0.5% and +1.84%) 

- The level of a local gains cap (i.e. the maximum amount a school can gain on 
a per pupil basis) 

- Whether to undertake a block transfer from the Schools Block to the High 
Needs Block given the continued DfE funding shortfall for children with SEND 

 
2.7 A consultation paper (Appendix 2), along with the financial modelling supporting 

various options (Appendix 3) in which each of the key factors interact with each other, 
was released to schools and academies on 18 October 2019. As has been our practice 
for many years, the consultation paper was released through the e-Red Bag. The 
consultation period extended from 18 October 2019 through to 7 November 2019 
although covering the half-term period. The duration of the consultation period - which 
is not covered by a statutory time requirement – was set in order to comply with DfE 
deadlines. Any request to undertake a Block transfer must be submitted to the 
Secretary of State by 28 November 2019. This must be preceded by a key decision 
which is due to be taken on 26 November 2019 (and papers published on 18 November 
2019). In order for this request to be considered, there must be evidence of Schools 
Forum published papers and minutes of the discussion.  

2.8 In effect, the DfE have provided the start date (release of information) and end date 
(submission deadline) and have arguably set local authorities up to fail by providing 
insufficient time for consultation with schools and academies. In their guidance notes, 
the DfE state that they “..appreciate that, with funding levels and allocations being 
announced later than in previous years, local authorities have less time for modelling 
and consultation.” Although this does not feel satisfactory – the local authority normally 
consult for at least 4 weeks and sometimes longer if it runs over half-term – the local 
authority feel that there has been little choice given the time restraints imposed by 
central government. 

2.9 To provide a consultation end-date of 7 November 2019, an addendum to this paper 
will be circulated to Schools Forum members on 8 November 2019 detailing the results 
of the local consultation with schools and any written responses. 

2.10 Whilst the Schools Block is ring-fenced in 2020-21, it is possible to transfer up to 0.5% 
of schools block funding out with the agreement of the Schools Forum. Transfers of 
more than 0.5% of the schools block require the local authority to make a 
Disapplication Request to the Secretary of State as does the position where the 
Schools Forum has turned down a proposal from the authority to move funding out of 
the Schools Block, but the authority wishes to proceed with the transfer. The DfE 
acknowledge that most requests to transfer funding from the Schools Block will arise 
as a result of pressures on their High Needs Budgets. 

2.11  The DfE confirmed that with regard to the NFF for High Needs, the funding floor will 
be set at 8% (per head of 2-18 population) based on local authorities’ high needs 
allocations in 2019-20, including the additional temporary funding of £125m 
announced in December 2018. The gains cap for local authorities is set at 17%, 
allowing authorities to see up to this percentage increase under the formula, again 
calculated on the basis of per head of population. 

2.12  On 11 October 2019, the DfE confirmed that North Yorkshire would see an 11.1% 
increase (per head of 2-18 population) for 2020-21 amounting to an indicative £5.4m 
cash increase. This additional funding is welcome and reflects the significant amount 
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of lobbying undertaken by the local authority to secure a fairer funding deal for children 
and young people in North Yorkshire. It also indicates that the Government have 
listened to some of the concerns from local authorities, schools, parents and carers. 
However, the additional funding is insufficient to close the funding gap in the context 
of a 68% increase in the number of children assessed as requiring Education, Health 
and Care Plans (EHCPs) since 2015. It is a step in the right direction but does not 
secure the financial stability required to address the impact of policy changes imposed 
by DfE through the Children and Families Act 2014. 

2.13 The local authority has consistently maintained that it is not just the total quantum of 
funding that needs addressing but also the distribution methodology. Although the 
‘historical spend’ element of the High Needs funding formula has been cash-limited, it 
still represents 40% of the total funding allocated (i.e. it is not a reliable or efficient 
factor to reflect demand or cost drivers). The methodology is in urgent need of review 
and should better reflect the cost of delivering a broad and high-quality education 
provision in sparse and rural areas. 

2.14 A further issue is in relation to the Special Schools’ Minimum Funding Guarantee 
(MFG). The Department for Education have determined that the Special Schools’ MFG 
will be 0% (i.e. no increase in per pupil spending levels). In effect, the DfE is 
encouraging local authorities to pass on a real-terms decrease for special schools 
whilst supporting an increase for maintained schools. It is not clear what rationale the 
DfE have used for this separate approach, particularly given that special schools in 
North Yorkshire experienced the sharpest fall in school balances in 2018-19 reflecting 
a significant amount of financial pressure. The local authority is examining this issue 
but any increase over and above the DfE’s proposed 0% MFG, will further widen the 
funding shortfall, as the local authority seeks to balance fairness to schools with 
efficient financial management of the total High Needs Block. 

2.15 A further consultation on tightening the ringfence on Dedicated School Grant (DSG) 
also effectively prohibits the local authority from using local authority resources to 
assist with DSG financial pressures. This presents a significant issue for the local 
authority; in 2018-19, the local authority incurred a £3.3m deficit on High Needs and, 
in 2019-20, planned for a net cross-subsidisation of High Needs of £3.7m – by March 
2020, the local authority will have cross-subsidised the DfE funding shortfall by up to 
£7m. Financial modelling is currently being undertaken to assess the funding shortfall 
for 2020-21, but it is estimated that this will be in the order of £4-6m.  

2.16 In the absence of additional funding being provided by central government and formula 
reform, the local authority must, and will, take necessary action to reduce costs and to 
live within the funding envelope available.  

 
 
3.0 High Needs 
 
3.1 Previously, Schools Forum have agreed to transfer 0.5% of Schools Block funding into 

the High Needs Block for 2018-19. This amount represented £1.66m and was 
consulted with schools and agreed with Schools Forum. The transfer was agreed 
following recognition of an unprecedented increase in the numbers of requests for 
Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) and the level of financial pressure in the 
High Needs system. In 2019-20, following consultation with schools and subsequent 
approval by Schools Forum, 0.5% of Schools Block funding was agreed to be 
transferred to the High Needs Block. This equated to £1.6m. However, given the scale 
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and pace of the demand pressures and consequent financial issues, the local authority 
felt bound to submit a disapplication request to the Secretary of State seeking a 1% 
transfer from Schools Block to the High Needs Block. The disapplication request was 
successful and is significantly assisting with the 2019-20 financial position - £3.3m of 
the £8m financial pressure has been funded by the 1% transfer. The transfer has not 
been adequate to counter the cost pressures for a number of reasons: 

 High Needs Block funding provided by the Department of Education is simply 
insufficient. Despite the Block transfers and the temporary funding announced in 
December 2018, the local authority has had to cross-subsidise the High Needs 
Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) by £7m (£3.3m in 2018-19 and £3.7m in 2019-20) 
over the last two years.  

 There has been an unprecedented increase in Education, Health and Care Plans 
(EHCPs). Since 2014, there has been a 68% rise in EHCPs and this trend has 
continued throughout 2018 and 2019. This is an unfunded burden on schools and 
the local authority. 

 Tackling the financial pressure requires a system-wide approach to the 
development of plans and will not provide immediate relief in sustainable savings. 

 
3.2  A breakdown of the specific budget pressures in High Needs Commissioning that have 

led to the requirement for a transfer is listed in the table below. High Needs 
Commissioning makes up over 80% of the overall High Needs Block in budget terms. 

 
  

  Budget 
 £k 

Spend  
£k 

Var  
£k 

Special Schools 17,172  17,572   400  

Mainstream Schools 6,215  6,306   91  

E3 Support 200  200   -  

Early Years E2 & E3 Funding 619  748   128  

Independent Schools 5,519  6,043   524  

Non Maintained Schools 1,059  1,219   160  

SEN Legal Services 25  58   33  

OLA Expenditure 1,817  1,868   52  

ISP'S   3,139   2,825  -314 

FE Colleges 1,761  1,933   172  

Personalised Learning (E3 Top up) 1,260  1,151  -109 

PRU Funding / Post 16 Medical / ISP 
for Hospital Schools 

4,304  4,364   60  

HN Budget Shortfall -230 - 230 

Contribution from Local Authority -3,748 - 3,748 

Additional HNB funding (Dec 18)  -1,243 - 1,243 

Block transfer -1,600 - 1,600 

Total 36,268 44,285 8,017 
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3.3 The number of EHCPs is a major driver of the financial pressure above, which has 

seen a 68% rise since 2014. The resulting in-year financial pressure of £8.0m 
overspend is offset, in part, by: 
- the planned contribution of £1.6m from the Schools Budget transfer; 
- £1.2m temporary funding announcement from December 2018; 
- £3.7m LA cross-subsidisation 
 
The balance is funded by the supplementary 0.5% transfer from Schools Block 
agreed by Secretary of State in February 2019. 
  

3.4 Demand for special school places has risen significantly - locally and nationally - since 
2014. In North Yorkshire, this means an increase of 28% more young people requiring 
special school provision. In response to this, an additional 198 places have been 
commissioned in maintained special schools or special academies at a cost of nearly 
£2.0m in base funding alone. 
 

3.5 Commissioning of maintained special school places has not been able to keep pace 
with demand due to the physical constraints of some schools and this has contributed 
to increased demand, and therefore spend, in the non-maintained and independent 
sector. Since 2014 there has been an increase from £3.3m to £7.3m per annum for 
providing specialist provision through non-maintained and independent sector schools. 

 
3.6 As the Code of Practice has extended the duty on the LA to maintain Education, Health 

and Care plans up to 25, this has increased the requirement to commission more post-
16 and post-19 provision. This currently stands at 422 places in FE and 6th Form 
colleges from 55 places in 2014. In terms of financial pressure, this accounts for an 
increase from £330k to £1.755m. 
 

3.7 Commissioning of places in Alternative Provision (AP) has consistently been at 88 
places per year in North Yorkshire. However, following extensive engagement and 
consultation with schools and AP providers, this is planned to increase to 162 from 
September 2020.  

 
3.8 Despite this increase in commissioning activity, we are aware that demand is 

continuing to rise and must be met through the High Needs Budget. To assist in 
meeting continued demand and to reduce spend in the independent sector, NYCC 
submitted a bid for a Free School. This bid was successful and will provide 100 special 
school places the Selby area where there has previously been none. Satellite provision 
from Mowbray School will also provide up to 60 additional places in Ripon serving 
Hambleton, Richmondshire, Harrogate Rural and East Craven areas. There are also 
actions to be taken forward in the strategic plan to strengthen the targeted mainstream 
offer for those young people that need an enhanced offer of support in a mainstream 
environment. 
 

4.0 Discussion on Strategic Plan for SEND Education Provision 2018-23   
 
4.1  Following approval and publication of the Strategic Plan for SEND Education 

Provision in September 2018, significant work has taken place to deliver and 
implement the actions contained in the plan. The plan can be found at 
www.northyorks.gov.uk/sendplan. The Strategic Plan sets out areas of detailed 
review to reshape provision in both mainstream and special school settings, the core 

http://www.northyorks.gov.uk/sendplan
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and additional offer to schools around inclusion support services, and ways of 
working, collaboration and governance. This is a comprehensive strategy aimed at 
improving the offer for children and young people within the budget available. In 
November 2018, the LA reported that with the projected rate of increase of EHCPs 
there was a medium-term financial pressure of £10-13M if left unchecked. Despite 
the allocation of additional funding in December 2018 and subsequently in 
September 2019, there is still a medium-term unfunded financial pressure of £4-6M. 
At this point in time, the LA does not have costed plans to bring high needs 
expenditure to levels that can be sustained within anticipated future high needs 
funding levels. This remains a significant unfunded pressure from DfE. A financially 
sustainable, inclusive and effective system is a high priority for the local authority and 
we will continue to work to address the gap. Further plans will be brought to the 
Schools Forum for consideration and there will be further consultations with schools, 
parents, carers and young people. 
 

4.2 As the Strategic Plan is being delivered, the vision and principles set out remains at 
the forefront of the work. We want all children and young people in North Yorkshire 
to: 

 Have the best educational opportunities so that they achieve the best 
outcomes; 

 Be able to attend a school or provision locally, as close to their home as 
possible, where they can make friends and be part of their local community; 

 Make progress with learning, have good social and emotional health, and be 
prepared for a fulfilling adult life. 

 

Strategic Plan Principles 

An inclusive culture and 
ethos 

Joint commitment and 
accountability to children and 
young people 

Right support, right time, 
right place  

 
4.3 The Strategic Plan is also very clear about the need to work within the High Needs 

funding available, and as actions are delivered, these continue to be the parameters 
within which work is carried out. During the first year, opportunities to reduce 
pressure on the High Needs Budget through the actions in the Plan have been 
identified. 

 
Progress in delivering the Strategic Plan 

 
4.4 Progress has been made in delivering the actions in the plan, but it should be 

recognised that the plan is intended to be long term, therefore some of the more 
significant pieces of work are in progress rather than completed. The paragraphs 
below indicate main areas of progress in the three key areas of the Strategic Plan: 

 Ensuring a continuum of SEND education provision across the county 
(universal, targeted and specialist); 

 Local governance, accountability, decision making and support; 

 Re shaping the high needs budget 
 

4.5 The continuum of provision 
In respect of universal provision, the following progress has been made: 

 Delivery of SENCO networks every term, and increased attendance of FE 
SEND leads at the secondary networks; 

 Development of the CPD directory (due to be published Autumn 2019); 
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 Development and implementation of the Ladder of Intervention for SEMH; 

 Pilot of relationship based approaches in schools, including a conference on 
the Pivotal approach for secondary schools; 

 Supporting SENCOs in the identification and support for children and young 
people requiring SEN support in mainstream schools; 

 Leaver preference process introduced for young people with EHCPs 
 

4.6 In the area of targeted provision, the following progress has been made: 

 Revision and publication of the AP directory for schools; 

 Establishment of a provider forum for AP providers; 

 Revision of the model of commissioning places from the Pupil referral 
services (PRS) (Craven, Harrogate, Scarborough, Selby) and AP providers 
(Whitby and Ryedale) and implementation from April 2019; 

 Working in partnership with headteachers, new delivery models have been 
developed for the PRS in Craven, Hambleton/Richmondshire, Scarborough 
and Selby. These include a preventative approach and financial contributions 
from schools and will be implemented from September 2020; 

 Engagement with existing EMS schools and other interested schools about 
the new targeted provision model, the development of a SLA and funding 
model. £232,558 of Special Provision Capital Funding (SPCF) has been 
agreed for developing the new targeted provision; 

 Completion of a public consultation on proposals for a new approach to 
education provision for children and young people with medical needs. 

 
4.7  Developments in universal and targeted provision aim to improve the early 

identification of the needs of children and young people, and interventions to meet 
these needs. The aim is also to reduce pressure on special school places in the 
County. Our forecasting continues to indicate, however that special school capacity 
will not be enough to meet needs in the longer term, and this capacity also needs to 
increase to enable reduction in more expensive other local authority and independent 
and non-maintained places. The following progress had been made: 

 38 more places in North Yorkshire special schools were commissioned for 
academic year 2019/20 compared to 2018/19; 

 There are stronger processes for making decisions for children and young 
people who may need an extended day or residential curriculum at one of 
North Yorkshire’s residential special schools; 

 Work funded through the Special Provision Capital Fund (SPCF) has been 
completed at The Dales School, Springwater School, Springhead School and 
Brooklands Community Special School. £217,600 was allocated to this work. 
It has improved facilities and increased places by at least 24 in total. The 
work at Brooklands School was completed early; 

 Work to improve facilities and increase places by 25 has been completed at 
the Forest School. This was funded by £1.1 million of Schools Condition 
Grant; 

 The Council’s bid for a special free school in the Selby area was successful. 
The proposed school will be for 100 pupils aged 3-19 with needs in the area 
of communication and interaction and/or cognition and learning. Currently 
assessment of applications from groups who want to open and operate the 
school is taking place, and work is ongoing with the DfE on the development 
of the school; 
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 Approval and £373,679 SPCF funding was secured to develop a satellite 
provision for Mowbray Special School on the former Moorside Infant School 
site. Mowbray School (Ripon) will open in January 2020; 

 A broader range of post 16/post 19 provision is available across a larger 
number of providers. There has been an increase of 8% in young people with 
an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP) attending a post 16 further 
education course between 2017 and 2018; 

 Phase 1 of the redesign of the learning offer from the Adult Learning and 
Skills Service (ALSS) has been completed;  

 The number of places on the personalised learning programme (PLP) has 
increased and a further increase of over 30% is expected for September 
2019. In a recent OFSTED inspection (June 2019) provision for learners with 
high needs from ALSS was judged as good; 

 The number of supported internships (SIs) has increased by 39% between 
2017 and 2018. A further increase is expected from September 2019. 
Supported internships have been introduced in the Council, with four interns 
starting in September 2019. 

 
Local governance, accountability, decision making and support 
 

4.8 North Yorkshire County Council has the strategic overview and a number of statutory 
duties it must carry out for children and young people with SEND. Nevertheless, 
there was a strong message received during the development of the Strategic Plan 
that there should be some local governance and decision making for each area 
which should include a range of stakeholders. The plan therefore set out actions to 
develop Local Area Inclusion Steering Groups and Inclusion Panels. 
 

4.9 In order to ensure effective joined up working, efficient use of time, and maximum 
impact for children and young people, it has become clear that it is better to develop 
locality boards which bring together both Inclusion and Education and Skills services 
to work locally with stakeholders. This will enhance the local approach, accountability 
and responsibility. In terms of children and young people with SEND these boards 
will: 
 

 Consider priorities for action and improvement; 

 Be involved in discussions regarding commissioned targeted and specialist 
provision; 

 Make decisions about the use of locally allocated high needs funding 
 

4.10 Working in partnership, Inclusion and Education and Skills have begun to develop 
five locality boards which will incorporate and enhance the role of the proposed 
Inclusion Steering Groups set out in the Strategic Plan. Terms of reference, 
constituted membership and supporting documentation are being developed, 
alongside locality dashboards setting out performance information. Initial meetings of 
the boards have been held in Selby, Hambleton/Richmondshire and 
Scarborough/Whitby/Ryedale. 
 

4.11 In parallel to this, proposals for restructuring the Inclusion service to create multi-
disciplinary locality based teams have been consulted on and amendments made to 
the new structure. The restructure is progressing. 
 
Reshaping the High Needs Budget 
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4.12  The Strategic Plan was clear that a review and reshaping of the systems and 

processes for allocating the High Needs Budget would be carried out and that this 
would be to support the continuum of provision, the SEND partnership approach and 
the locality teams. 
 

4.13 As a result, the following have taken place: 

 SEN support funding for schools to access high needs funding for pupils 
without an Education Health and Plan (EHCP) in three specific circumstances 
– moved-in, transitions and sudden short term high needs – has been piloted, 
reviewed and implemented; 

 A consultation on and implementation of a banding system for element 3 
funding for children and young people with EHCPs. The system is more 
transparent, more equitable and less bureaucratic; 

 A consultation on and implementation of a system for joint funding provision 
between Children and Young People’s Services and Health and Adult 
Services for young people post -19 with EHCPs in five-day provision; 

 In respect of PRS/AP provision, a consultation was held on a revised place 
based funding model. The model was revised in response to consultation, but 
remained as place based commissioning and initial changes were 
implemented from April 2019. Proposed models for alternative provision in 
Craven, Hambleton/Richmondshire, Scarborough and Selby include financial 
contributions from schools; 

 Development of the funding model for the new targeted mainstream 
provisions is based on Government High Needs funding guidance; 

 The Inclusion restructure considered the most efficient way to use centrally 
allocated high needs funding to create locality teams providing the roles and 
expertise required to support early identification and intervention for children 
and young people with SEND. The restructure will be implemented from April 
2020; 

 
 

Initial Impact of the Strategic Plan 
 

4.14 As noted above the Strategic Plan is a longer term five-year plan. A number of the 
key actions are yet to be completed. Information at this point only therefore give a 
snapshot about short term impact at the end of the first year. 
 

4.15 In terms of data, the following trends have been noted: 

 The number and proportion of children receiving SEN Support has risen in 
each of the last 3 years. Although the proportion of children receiving SEN 
support in North Yorkshire is lower than the national average, the gap is 
narrowing. Taken in the round it is clear that the increase in the number of 
children receiving SEN support is not as a result of an increase in the overall 
school population.  This may point to improved identification of needs within 
school, enabling more children to access the support they need to reach their 
potential in North Yorkshire’s schools; 

 It is positive that 42.5% of children with an EHCP were attending a 
mainstream school in January 2019. This is significantly higher than the 
national picture (39.2%) and almost identical to the picture in January 2018 
(42.6%); 
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 Among children with an EHCP there is some evidence of a decrease in the 
number of fixed term exclusions and permanent exclusions over the last two 
and a half years. However, the picture is less positive in terms of children 
receiving SEN Support or those children without SEND. There is a similar 
picture in terms of permanent exclusions – there has been a reduction in the 
number of children with an EHCP subject to a permanent exclusion, whilst the 
number of children receiving SEN Support or those without SEND subject to a 
permanent exclusion remains largely unchanged; 

 9 out of the 10 maintained/academy special schools in the county are rated 
either good or outstanding but OFSTED. 86.6% or primary schools and 
79.1% of secondary schools have a good or better OFSTED judgement; 

 
4.16 The expected impact of reshaping elements of the High Needs Budget is as follows: 

 Once the place based funding model for PRS/AP is realised in 2021/22 there 
will be a reduction in spend against the High Needs Budget of £1.2 million; 

 It is estimated that being able to educate pupils at the prosed special free 
school in Selby in Selby would result in a long-term saving to the High Needs 
Budget which could be in the region of £250,000 to £500,000 per annum and 
in the longer term, result in savings of £300,000 to £500,000 per annum in the 
Local Authority transport budget; 

 The restructure of the Inclusion Service will result in a reduction in spend 
against the high needs budget of £250,000. 

 
Longer term impact 

 
4.17 Through the Strategic Plan the aim continues to be that need is met through lower 

cost universal and targeted provision and more local specialist provision, so that over 
time the overall costs of provision with reduce. There should be less need for more 
expensive other local authority and independent and non-maintained special schools 
as well as a reduction in transport costs. 
 

 
5.0 High Needs Funding Announcement 

 
5.1 In November 2018, the local authority consulted on 0.5% and 1.0% transfers from the 

Schools Block in the context of a £10-13M in-year projected deficit by March 2020 if 
left unchecked. The results of the consultation showed support for a 0.5% transfer. 
Schools Forum discussion in November endorsed this view; Forum were able to 
support a 0.5% transfer but did not support a 1.0% transfer. The local authority 
acknowledged this view given well documented financial pressures facing some 
schools. A disapplication request was submitted to the Secretary of State seeking a 
1.0% transfer and this was approved in February 2019.  

 
5.2 Since the Schools Forum in November 2018, the Government responded with 

additional funding. In December 2018, temporary funding of £1.24m was announced 
for both 2018-19 and 2019-20. In October 2019, this funding was confirmed again for 
2020-21 and an additional £5.4m allocated to North Yorkshire for 2020-21. Additional 
funding is welcome but is insufficient to address the scale and pace of the financial 
pressure. With an £8m underlying overspend position in 2019-20, the local authority 
had anticipated that further cross-subsidisation of the DfE funding shortfall would be 
necessary (in 2019-20, this amounted to a net investment of £3.7m). However, with a 
further DfE consultation effectively prohibiting LA support to high needs through a 
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tightening of the DG ringfence - but without any indication of how this will be funded – 
the LA has felt it necessary to consult on some contribution from the Schools Block in 
2020-21. Even with a full 1.0% transfer, it is likely that the accumulated deficit will rise 
by March 2021. 

 
5.3 In addition to the in-year financial pressure, the LA recorded a £3.3m High Needs Block 

deficit in 2018-19; by the end of March 2020, it is expected that the accumulated LA 
cross-subsidisation of DfE funding shortfalls will amount to £7.0m. As indicated 
elsewhere in this report, in North Yorkshire there has been a 68% increase in the 
number of children and young people assessed as requiring Education, Health and 
Care Plans since 2015. With such unprecedented increases in demand, the local 
authority has experienced cost pressures that cannot be avoided whilst still meeting 
statutory obligations. Awarded the minimum amounts of Special Provision Capital 
Fund, it has not been possible to reshape provision quickly although the local authority 
has been achieved some good progress despite this. 
 

5.4 It is important to recognise that the 1.0% transfer in 2019-20 has been insufficient in 
addressing the High Needs financial pressure. Costs within the High Needs Block have 
continued to exceed the funding allocation for the following reasons: 

 the indicative increase in High Needs funding of 11.1% for 2020-21 and the 
1.0% increase between 2017-18 and 2019-20 has been insufficient in the 
context of demand increases. 

 A significant element of the funding formula is based on historic spending. This 
bears no reflection to the actual cost drivers creating financial pressure and 
penalises the local authority (and schools) for past efficiencies. 

 There has been an unprecedented increase in demand as a direct 
consequence of the 2014 SEND legislative reforms. The number of Education, 
Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) have risen by 68% since 2015 from c.1,700 to 
c.3,000 plans and is expected to continue to rise by c.250-300 plans each 
financial year. 

 Information on trends and pressures in SEND were highlighted at the 
September 2019 Schools Forum meeting and are provided as Appendix 4 to 
this paper for ease of reference. 

 
5.5 The local authority can only seek Schools Forum approval for a transfer from 2020-21 

budgets. Based on current information, the local authority will have a c.£7m 
accumulated deficit on High Needs by 31st March 2020 with a provisional projected in-
year shortfall in 2020-21 in the order of £4-6m. The projection of a £4-6m in-year 
shortfall in 2020-21 is based on assumptions of further increases in demand and the 
delivery of all savings plans previously – there is, therefore, some risk attached to these 
assumptions and figures will be further refined as part of the budget setting process. A 
transfer of 1.0% would reduce the £4-6m by c.£3.4m leaving an in-year projected 
deficit position of £1-3m. As demand is expected to continue to rise beyond 2020-21 
and given the scale of the financial pressure, it is the view of the local authority that 
additional funding into the North Yorkshire system is needed rather than recycling 
funding within the county. We will continue to lobby DfE and MPs on this point. 

 

5.6 The DfE have indicated that where a local authority has a cumulative overspend 
of more than 1.0%, producing a deficit on its DSG reserve, its recovery plan 
should look to bring the overall DSG account into balance within a timely period. 
It is possible that, in 2020-21, the local authority will trigger the criteria to prepare 
a formal recovery plan. Although this will, in practice reflect most of the 
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developments outlined in this report, it may require the local authority to press 
harder to find efficiencies and reshape provision. The DfE stipulate that in all 
cases, local authorities’ recovery plans must demonstrate how they will bring in-
year spending in line with in-year resources within three years at most.  

  
6.0 Collaboration 
 
6.1 Specific pieces of collaborative working to secure suitable, cost effective, local high 

needs places includes: 

 Working with special schools to identify and deliver work funded through the DfE 
Special Provision Capital Funding (SPCF) to increase places in North Yorkshire 
special schools. Years 1 and 2 of the SPCF will deliver at least an additional 40 
places overall (Springhead School, Springwater School, The Dales School, Forest 
School, Brooklands Schools). 

 Working with Mowbray School on the development of a 60 place satellite provision 
on the site of Moorside Infant School in Ripon.  

 Working with headteachers of existing EMS schools and those interested in the 
new model of provision, to commission the new targeted provision in mainstream 
schools, which will come on stream from September 2020. 

 
6.2 Collaborative working also includes: 

 A High Needs Funding sub group of the Schools Forum which provides a further 
opportunity for discussing and exploring high needs funding proposals and actions, 
including those deriving from the Strategic Plan. 

 Regular meetings with Special School Headteachers including discussions about 
commissioning. 

 Working with FE networks and providers to develop the post 16/19 offer for children 
and young people  

 In phase 2 of the Strategic Plan, exploring and developing opportunities for working 
jointly across education, health and social care to joint commission services and 
provision 
 
 

7.0 Contributions from Health and Social Care 
 

7.1 Details of contributions from health and social care budgets towards the cost of 
specialist places are detailed in the table below: 

 

  

HAS 
Expected 

contribution 
2019-20 

 CSC 
Expected 

contribution 
2019-20 

Health 
Expected 

contribution 
2019-20 

  £ £ £ 

        

Out of County Residential 
Placements 199,680 2,091,186 610,793 

Specialist Post 16 Institutions 371,928 0 0 

Total 571,608 2,091,186 610,793 
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8.0 Commissioning Response to Special Provision Demand 

 
a. PRS Transformation 

 
8.1 Between October and November 2018 the Local Authority undertook a public 

consultation on the way Pupil Referral Services and Alternative Provision in the County 
are funded. Proposals were brought forward to move to a place-based model of funding 
in line with national averages and local special schools. 

 
8.2 The original proposal was to fund places at £17k per full time place and to implement 

this change as of September 2019. After consideration of public feedback, the original 
proposals were amended prior to approval to extend the timeline for implementation, 
an increase of place funding to £18k per place and the LA to continue to provide 50% 
of the previously established discretionary element of funding to aid transition to new 
models. 

 
8.3 These changes mean that there will be a £1.2m reduction in spend against the High 

Needs Block. However, the extension of the timeline to implement changes will mean 
this is not fully realised until 2021/22. 

 
b. Medical Tuition Model 

 
8.4 In line with the SEN Strategic Plan, the authority has consulted upon a different model 

for commissioning in-reach and outreach support for the education of pupils with 
medical needs. This model is underpinned by the development of a clear referral and 
decision-making process for young people unable to access education in school on 
medical grounds. 

 
8.5 The consultation took place during September / October 2019 and the authority is in 

the process of evaluating the consultation responses. 
 
8.6  The financial modelling has been based around the offer of 8 hours support at Key 

Stages 1 and 2, 10 hours support at Key Stage 3 and 12 hours of support at Key stage 
4. It has been forecast that this model and support can be delivered within the 
aggregate budget resource of £700k – although clearly this is a budget where it is 
difficult to predict demand and the financial analysis can be volatile because of the 
relatively small pupil cohort. 
 
c. Targeted Mainstream Provision 

 
8.7 The LA are implementing targeted mainstream provisions for SEMH and 

Communication and Interaction. This aspect of the plan has been developed to 
respond to the growth in the prevalence of both primary needs, provide more local cost 
effective provision and address a gap in continuum of provision between mainstream 
and special school offers. 
 

8.8 This development will see over 200 additional places created for children and young 
people with an assessed primary need of SEMH or Communication and Interaction, 
predominantly at bands 6 and 7. It is anticipated this will help meet the increased 
demand created through the issuing of new plans as well as help to ensure that special 
school capacity is utilised to meet the needs of those with the most complex SEND. 
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8.9 In order to implement this action, the current model of Enhanced Mainstream Provision 
will be decommissioned from the end of August 2020 with new targeted provisions 
being brought into operation from September 2020.   

 
d. SEND Locality Hub Restructure 

 
8.10 During the development of the SEND Strategic Plan for Educational Provision 2018-

23, significant support was received for the creation of locality based SEND 
Multidisciplinary teams. Professionals working within the teams would be responsible 
for working with education settings to promote the early identification of children and 
young people with SEND and ensuring appropriate interventions to meet need. 

 
8.11 The savings target associated with the model is £250k. Benefits of the new structure 

include 
- the ability to meet need at the earliest opportunity 
- key working approaches to children and young people with SEND 
- therapeutic offer strengthened particularly for targeted provision and 

individual assessed need 
- focus on partnership working in localities to address areas of need in SEND 

 
8.12 Teams will provide direct support to schools and education providers to build skills 

and expertise in meeting the needs of children and young people with SEND. They 
will adopt a key working approach to ensure consistency and co-ordinated 
involvement of professionals to ensure that the holistic need of children and young 
people and education settings are supported. 

 
8.13 The proposed new organisational structure of the SEND and Inclusion Service 

responds to the key priorities stipulated within the Strategic Plan for SEND Provision 
which in summary include: 

- local educational provision for children and young people with SEND 
- locality based governance and accountability for SEND and Inclusion 

across key stakeholders 
- high quality casework including early identification of need and a joined up 

approach across partners to meet need via a timely and effective 
approach 

- enhanced therapeutic support for targeted and specialist provision and 
individual children and young people 

- enhanced practical support for education settings from specialist 
professionals who can coach and model approaches to support children 
and young people and build capacity in schools 

- ability to review provision for children with SEND and effective 
commissioning and contracting arrangements on an ongoing basis 

- improved performance outcomes for SEND and Inclusion across localities 
 

e. Introduction of a Banded System Approach for Element 3 Top-up funding  
 
8.14 From 1st April 2019, NYCC moved to a banding methodology for allocating Element 3 

top-up funding. The previous Resource Allocation System (the Can-Do) needed to be 
replaced for the following reasons: 

 
1) It was not clear and transparent as to why a certain amount had been allocated 

for each child. 
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2) The Can-Do operated separately from the EHCP so we were unable to evidence 
that the resource allocated was directly related to the assessed needs and 
required provision in the EHCP 

3) The Can-Do consisted of a series of questions to which school could respond 
identifying different levels of significance.  This was quite a subjective process 
which led to children with similar needs having very different Can-Do allocations 
across the county 

4) There was no opportunity for schools to be held accountable at annual reviews for 
their assessment of need and provision as their answers to the Can-Do were not 
part of the annual review process and did not need to be evidenced. 

5) The inconsistency and lack of transparency made it very difficult to predict and 
forecast demand and budget going forward across the High Needs Block. 

 
8.15 Following a period of research and consultation, a banding methodology (used by the 

vast majority of LAs) was chosen and developed to replace the Can-Do. The NYCC 
banding system consists of 10 bands each of which has descriptors according to 
primary need. 

 
8.16 Bands 1-3 are SEN Support levels and the feedback from SENCOs since 

implementation is that this has been very helpful in discussions with parents to 
demonstrate need and provision that can be made in school at SEN Support levels.  It 
has also helped schools to develop effective SEN Support plans based on the needs 
and provision in the descriptors. 

 
8.17 Bands 4 and upwards are EHCP level.  Feedback to date has been as follows: 

1) It is now very clear as to why a band has been allocated.  Schools have found this 
helpful in annual reviews themselves and are able to propose a band and provide 
the evidence to support their identification of descriptors.  The SEN team are able 
to review that evidence against those descriptors and feedback as to whether they 
agree with the proposed band or to give feedback as to why they have allocated 
a different band. 

2) Inconsistencies in banding are being resolved and schools and the SEN Team are 
starting to see that similar children with similar levels of need have the same 
funding.  This is helping both ourselves and schools to more confidently forecast 
funding going forward. 

3) The SEN Team and SENCOs are becoming increasingly confident and competent 
at allocating the appropriate band.  SENCO networks in Autumn 2019 have been 
an opportunity to share learning from the first term of implementation of the 
banding system and to provide further training around evidencing descriptors 
which SENCOs have found useful. 

4) All Special School pupils were banded by the SEN Team prior to 1st April 2019.  
The learning from this and in particular the need for annual review documentation 
to provide clear evidence has been helpful in developing training and guidance for 
the SEN Team and for mainstream schools. 

5) Mainstream school pupils will be moved to a band as they have their annual 
reviews.  All mainstream pupils will be allocated to a band therefore by 31st March 
2020. 

 
8.18 With the move to a banding system, we anticipated that inconsistencies in funding 

would be resolved and that there would be changes – both increases and decreases 
– in funding due to the nature of a banded system.  This is already becoming apparent 
and a further report on the impact of this change will be available following the transfer 
of all E3 allocations to a band from 1st April 2020. 
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f. Proposed Special Free School – Selby 

 
8.19 The Local Authority submitted a bid to the DfE in October 2018 for a special free 

school in the Selby area. Notification was received in March 2019 that the Secretary 
of State had approved the bid to move to the next stage. 
 

 The proposed school will be for up to 100 pupils aged 3 to 19 with needs in 
the areas of communication and interaction and/or cognition and learning 
needs. Communication and interaction needs will include speech language 
and communication needs and Autism. Cognition and learning needs will 
include moderate and severe learning difficulties.  Some children and young 
people may have related social, emotional and mental health needs but this 
will not be their primary need. Children and young people placed at the school 
will have an Education, Health and Care Plan and will have been assessed as 
requiring this type of school. The proposed site for the school is in Osgodby. 

 

 The school will be a free school. Free schools are state funded academies 
which are outside Local Authority control and are operated by academy 
trusts. They have more control over how they operate, for example they do 
not have to follow the national curriculum. They are held accountable through 
OFSTED inspections and exam results. 

 

 There is no opening date set for the school at present. The Department for 
Education (DfE) has indicated that they do not anticipate that any of the 
special free schools in the current wave will open before September 2021.  

 
 

8.20 There are two strands of work currently in progress: 

 The Local Authority is engaged in a process with the DfE to identify an 
academy trust to open and operate the school. This will involve assessment 
against published criteria and interviewing proposer groups. The Local 
Authority assessment is involving a range of stakeholders, including 
parent/carer, mainstream and special schools voice. The groups who apply 
have to demonstrate that they can effectively provide high quality education 
for the children and young people who will attend the school. Whilst the Local 
Authority is involved in the process the final decision on the successful 
proposer group rests with the Secretary of State. The timescales for this 
decision making process are: 

 

September to December 2019 The Local Authority and the DfE assess 
applications and hold interviews. 

Winter 2019 Secretary of State’s decision on 
successful proposer groups 

Early 2020 Announcement of successful proposer 
groups. 

 
 

 Work with the DfE in respect of the site and the building is developing but is in 
the early stages. The school will be designed and procured by the DfE and 
their consultants though they will work with the Local Authority and the trust 
appointed to open and operate the school. Among the considerations that the 
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design will need to address are the impact on the landscape and 
neighbouring properties, highway access and traffic, and the public right of 
way which crosses the site. The DfE has to complete assessments before 
confirming the use of the site. 

 
8.21 It is estimated that being able to educate pupils at the proposed special free school in 

Selby would: 

 Result in a long-term saving to the High Needs Budget which could be in the 
region of £250,000 to £500,000 per annum  

 In the longer term, result in savings of £300,000 to £500,000 per annum in the 
Local Authority transport budget. 

 
8.22 Information about the proposed special free school can be found at 

https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/proposed-special-free-school-selby.  
 

 
g. Special Provision Capital Fund  

 
8.23 From 2018 to 2021 the DfE has committed a total of £365 million through the Special 

Provision Capital Fund to develop capacity and improve facilities in provision for 
children and young people with SEND who have Education, Health and Care Plans 
(EHCPs.) The allocation of funding to North Yorkshire is £848 837 in total. 
 

8.24 North Yorkshire’s funding has been allocated to develop capacity and improve 
facilities as follows: 

  
School/provision SPCF amount Capacity increase 

(if relevant) 
Current position 

Springwater 
School 

£40 000 6 Work complete 

Springhead 
School 

£43 000 6 Work complete 

The Dales School £55 000 6 Work complete 

The Forest 
School 

£25 000 
(plus £1.1m schools 

condition grant) 

25 Work complete 

Brooklands 
Community 
Special School 

£79 600 6 Work complete 

Mowbray School 
(Ripon) 

£373 679 Up to 60 places Work ongoing 

Targeted 
mainstream 
provision (specific 
schools to be 
identified) 

£232 558 To be determined Work to be identified 
as new targeted 
provisions come on 
stream 

 
 
8.25 More information about the SPCF can be found at 

https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/send-specialist-support-and-inclusion.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/proposed-special-free-school-selby
https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/send-specialist-support-and-inclusion
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h. Strategic Capital Considerations 

 
8.26 The authority is acutely aware that capital resources have been challenging to 

access for all maintained schools in recent years. However, specifically in the context 
of the SEN Strategic Plan we have been assessing whether there are specific 
arguments that the limited availability of capital resources for specialist provisions 
has led to those facilities being perceived as offering poorer alternatives to 
independent provision, leading to an increased risk of expensive independent sector 
placements having to be initiated. It is also the case that, particularly within a pupil 
population that is so dispersed and even though the SEN Strategic Plan has made 
significant strides to develop more resilient pathways for young people with EHCPs, 
that there will be gaps in meeting specific categories of need within specific 
geographies. 
 

8.27 Consequently we have embarked on work to test whether significant capital 
investment could yield significant benefits in terms of both easing some of our cost 
pressures, and improving the quality of outcomes for young people with EHCPs 
(whilst recognising the excellent job performed by the family of special schools within 
the County). This work is at an early stage and has to be considered more 
speculative at this juncture – but we have had a preliminary discussion with the High 
Needs Sub Group – and will keep the Forum informed of both the developments and 
how the potential opportunities to secure capital can be progressed. 
 
i. Mowbray School (Ripon) 
 

8.28 In March 2019 approval was given to the development of a satellite provision for 
Mowbray special school. This will be known as Mowbray School (Ripon) and will 
open in January 2020. It will be for primary pupils. 
 

 The initial commission of places will be 20 from January 2020, rising to 30 in 
September 2020 and 40 from September 2021. There will be scope for a 
commission of up to 60 places overall. 

 

 The development of the provision will be supported by £373 679 of Special 
Provision Capital Funding. 

 
 

j. Increased Capacity and Commissioned Special School Places 
 

 
8.29 In 2019/20 an additional 38 places were commissioned from North Yorkshire special 

Schools. This increase is in addition to 53 additional places being commissioned in 
18/19 and takes the total number of commissioned places to 910 costing £8.2m in base 
place funding. 

 
8.30 Although some special schools are constrained in terms of physical capacity it is 

intended to increase commissioned special school places further in 2020/21. It is 
planned to increase Forest Moor School from 50 to 80 places over the next 18 months. 
The satellite of Mowbray School in Ripon will add an additional 20 places in 2020/21 
and will increase to 40 by 2021/22. In addition to this it is anticipated that the additional 
capital investment at Forest School will yield a further increase of at least 12 places 
during the next financial year. 
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8.31 These increases have been targeted to address the rising demand for specialist places 

for those with SEMH and C&I needs. This in part is to ensure sufficient provision for 
the increasing demand created by the issuing of new EHCPs as well as providing the 
option for young people in high cost independent provision to return to more local 
specialist provision.      

  
 
9.0 Teachers Pay Related Grants 
 
9.1 The DfE have confirmed that the teachers’ pay grant related to the teachers’ pay 

awards for September 2018 and September 2019 will continue to be paid separately 
from the National Funding Formula in 2020/21. At this stage, the funding rates for 
2020/21 have not yet been confirmed. No information has been provided by the DfE in 
relation to this grant funding beyond 2020/21. It is understood that the expectation is 
that the September 2020 teachers pay award will be funded from school budgets and 
no further grant funding will be provided for this pay award; the DfE have not yet 
formally confirmed this position. 

 
9.2 The DfE have confirmed that nationally £1.5bn per annum will be available for the 

period 2020/21 to 2022/23 to continue to fund the additional pension costs for teachers 
as a a result of the employers contribution increasing from 16.48% to 23.6% from 
September 2019. Again, no detailed information is available as yet as to how this 
funding will be allocated. 

 
10.0 Equalities Impact Assessment 
 
10.1 The Equalities Impact Assessment produced in relation to the 2020-21 School Funding 

Consultation is contained within Appendix 5 to this report. 
 
11.0  Recommendations 

   

11.1 Following the consultation with all schools and academies in North Yorkshire, the 
Forum is asked to consider which of the options consulted on should be endorsed by 
the Schools Forum. As detailed in the paper, an addendum to this report will be 
circulated on 8 November 2019 detailing the outcome of the consultation with schools. 

11.2 To note the position with regard to teachers pay related costs and associated grant 
funding. 

 
 
 
STUART CARLTON 
Corporate Director – Children and Young People’s Service 

 



 

APPENDIX 1 

North Yorkshire County Council 

 

Consultation Response: Implementing mandatory minimum per pupil funding levels 

 

 

Question 1: Do you agree that, in order to calculate mandatory minimum per pupil 

funding levels, all local authorities should follow the NFF methodology? If not, 

please explain your reasons. 

 

No. The calculation of the mandatory minimum per pupil funding level on the basis of the 

school’s total core funding discriminates against more inclusive schools and small, rural 

schools and academies at both primary and secondary phases. Under the Government’s 

proposed calculation of mandatory minimum per pupil funding levels, the schools that 

will benefit the most will be those with pupil cohorts that do not have the characteristics 

associated with additional funding. As the mandatory minimum per pupil funding level is 

applied to a school’s total core funding after the calculation of additional funding, it has 

the effect of cancelling out the benefit that additional funding allocates to a school; the 

schools with few pupil characteristics associated with additional funding benefit the most. 

 

The proposed methodology benefits those schools with low levels of disadvantaged 

pupils, schools in affluent communities, and schools with low numbers of pupils with low 

prior attainments. Crucially, we also believe that the proposed methodology rewards 

larger schools in urban areas that benefit from economies of scale and unfairly penalises 

small, rural schools. This is because in small – but geographically vital – schools, the 

lump sum provides a higher relative per pupil figure. However, the lump sum simply 

recognises the cost of delivering education in sparse and super-sparse communities and 

the diseconomies of scale that flow from those conditions. 

 

Question 2: Do you agree that any requests from local authorities to disapply the 

use of the mandatory minimum per pupil levels should only be considered on an 

exceptional basis and in the context of the grounds described above? If not, 

please explain your reasons. 

 

Whilst the local authority agrees that the application of a mandatory minimum per pupil 

funding level should be consistent, we do not agree that local authorities should be 

required to apply to the Secretary of State or Department for Education for a 

disapplication. Discussions with local Schools Forums and locally elected Members 

should provide the necessary oversight and decision-making function. 

 

Question 3. Please provide any additional comments you wish to make on the 

implementation of mandatory minimum per pupil levels. 

 

Whilst the implementation of mandatory minimum per pupil levels will provide additional 

funding for some schools in local authority areas that are receiving funding below the 

headline thresholds (£3,750 for primary schools and £5,000 for secondary schools), we 

remain concerned that the basic cost of delivering a good quality broad curriculum in sparse 

and rural areas like North Yorkshire is not addressed by the latest proposals – and this 



concern is accentuated when the proposals will see the continuation of schools in some 

areas (particularly in London) continuing to receive significantly higher allocations. 

 

Question 4a: Do you think that any of our proposals could have a disproportionate 

impact, positive or negative, on specific pupils, in particular those who share a 

protected characteristic? Please provide evidence to support your response. 

 

Yes. Schools with high levels of deprivation, low attainment and mobility should attract more 

funding as these schools have pupils with greater needs compared to schools in more 

affluent areas.  The proposed methodology unfairly overlooks those schools currently below 

the minimum per pupil level of funding but who have pupils with characteristics associated 

with additional funding. The proposed methodology also unfairly restricts the flow of funding 

to small and rural schools that are vital in serving their local communities who simply cannot 

obtain the same level of operational efficiency as their larger, urban counterparts. This does 

not provide equality of opportunity for pupils in rural areas. 

 

Question 4b: How could any adverse consequences be reduced and are there any 

ways we could better advance equality of opportunity between those pupils who 

share a relevant protected characteristic and those who do not? Please provide 

evidence to support your response. 

 

A fairer methodology would be to increase the AWPU factor to ensure that the total per pupil 

funding is equivalent to a minimum per pupil level. This would enable those schools who 

have pupil cohorts associated with additional funding to benefit from the funding that should 

flow from those pupil characteristics. 
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Summary

1.1 This consultation paper sets out the latest position from the DfE and the North Yorkshire Local
Authority with regard to school funding for 2020/2021. The consultation seeks the views of
schools in order to inform the following key decisions:
• The use of funding from the school’s budget in 2020/21 to support the continuing

financial pressures relating to children and young people with High Needs

• The level at which the minimum funding guarantee (MEG) protection and associated
cap on funding gains which an individual school can benefit from is set.

1.2 In addition, a further separate consultation will be undertaken specifically with special school
establishments (LA maintained schools and academies) in relation to the MEG protection level
associated with the formula used to calculate their funding allocations.

1.3 The local authority continues to lobby DfE and MPs on the issue of the overall quantum of
schools and high needs funding and the additional cost pressures associated with sparsity
and rurality. We will continue to advocate for a better funding deal for children and young
people in all North yorkshire education settings (including maintained schools and
academies).

1.4 The DfE released their 2020/21 funding announcement and the associated detailed funding
information required to model funding formula options for the next financial year on the 11th

October 2019; this is later than usual. This has resulted in a much shorter timescale being
available to consult on local school funding developments than would normally be the case;
the DfE have acknowledged this position. In order to report the results of the consultation to
the meeting of the North Yorkshire Schools Forum on the 13th November 2019 and to meet
the DfE deadline of the 2gth November 2019 for the submission of any formula disapplication
requests, the consultation period is just over 2 weeks and it is necessary to run over the half
term holiday period.

1.5 The views of schools and academies provided through this consultation will be fed back to the
Schools Forum on l3°~ November 2019. This consultation will begin on 18th October 2019 and
close on 7th November 2019 (revised deadline)

2 Background

2.1 In Autumn 2017 the Department for Education (DfE) announced national changes to the
school funding formula which will eventually see all school budgets set using a new national
funding formula (NFF). In the 2018-19 and 2019-20 financial years a ‘soft’ approach has been
undertaken where the funding which local authorities receive is based on the new formula
but with transitional arrangements. The North Yorkshire Schools Forum has adopted an
approach of calculating school budgets using these principles for the 2018-19 and 2019-20
financial years.

2.3 The local authority continues to lobby DfE and MPs on the issue of the overall quantum of
funding and sparsity. Written and oral evidence has been provided to the Education Select
Committee in calls for evidence from two inquiries: school and college funding, and high
needs. The local authority has written to local MPs, ministers in the Mjnistry of Housing,
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Communities & Local Government, the DfE and HM Treasury and we will continue to
advocate for a better funding deal for children and youpg people in all North Yorkshire
education settings (including maintained schools and academies).

2.3 In July 2017, the Secretary of State announced that the Government would provide an
additional £1.3bn nationally for school funding in 2018-19 and 2019-20. The formula in 2019-
20 provided for a minimum per pupil level of funding (MPPL) of at least £4,800 per pupil for
every secondary school and £3,500 per pupil for every primary school. The North Yorkshire
Schools Forum agreed the principle to ensure that each school received at least the MPPL of
funding. In order to achieve this funding commitment a minimum funding guarantee (MFG)
of -1.5% was agreed.

2.4 In 2019-20, North Yorkshire successfully applied for a disapplication request to the Secretary
of State for Education to transfer 1% of the Schools Block to the High Needs Block in
recognition of the significant financial pressure (in the context of a 61% rise in the number
of children and young people assessed as requiring Education, Health and Care Plans
(EHCP5)). This equated to approximately £3.3m.

3. 2020/2021 Schools Funding Policy

3.1 Following the formation of a new Government, a new education funding policy was triggered
by the announcement from Boris Johnson MP in his first speech as Prime Minister on 24 July
2019:

“My job is to make sure your kids get a superb education wherever they are in the country and
that’s why we have already announced that we are going to level up per pupil funding in
primary and secondary schools and that is the work that begins immediately behind that black
door and though I am today building a great team of men and women I will take personal
responsibility for the change I want to see. Never mind the backstop — the buck stops here.”

3.2 In September 2019, Gavin Williamson MP, Secretary of State for Education, made an
education funding announcement to the House of Commons that in excess of £l4bn
additional funding over three years would be made available, “...ensuring that funding for all
schools can rise at least in line with inflation next year.” The table below describes how the
£l4bn has been arrived at:

Year Additional Cumulative Cumulative Cash
Annual Amount Annual Amount Amount

2020-21 £2.6bn £2.Gbn £2.6bn

2021-22 £2.2bn £4.8bn £7.4bn

2022-23 £2.3bn £7.lbn f14.Sbn

3.3 The Government is seeking to raise the overall education funding quantum by £7.lbn by 2022-
23. Within the £2.6bn funding announcement for 2020-21, £700m is earmarked for High Needs.
It is estimated that £300m is required for national pupil number growth and c.flbn will be
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required to fund the inflation commitment of 1.84%. An additional £400m was also announced
for 16-19 education.

3.4 The Government also confirmed that fl.Sbn per annum will be available for the next 3 year
period to continue to fund additional pension costs for teachers as a result of the recent
revaluation and determination of employer contributions.

3.5 The impact for individual schools will see the MPPL funding for secondary schools rise to £5,000
per pupil from 2020-21 (currently £4,800 per pupil in 2019-20). For primary schools, the MPPL
funding will rise to £3,750 from 2020-21 (currently £3,500 per pupil) and subsequentlyto £4,000
per pupil from 2021-22.

3.6 Local authorities, in consultation with Schools Forum, will continue to have some discretion
over their schools funding formulae for 2020-21 and will ultimately determine allocations in
their area. However, the government have confirmed that, as a step towards the
implementation of a ‘hard’ formula, the use of the national MPPL funding, at the values in the
school NFF, will be mandatory.

3.7 The Government also indicated their intention to move to a national funding formula “as soon
as possible”.

3.8 Overall, the additional funding announcement is enormously welcome and reflects the level
and intensity of lobbying of individual authorities, including North Yorkshire, for an improved
funding settlement for the education sector. Three-year announcements ace also welcome and
will, to a certain extent, support financial planning for the medium-term.

3.9 A report by the Education Policy Institute in August 2019 reveals, however, that although the
policy will bring a number of schools up to a new minimum threshold, there will likely continue
to be a number of local authority areas, typically in London and the South East, which continue
to receive significantly higher per pupil levels of funding.

3.10 The Education Policy Institute also highlights that ‘~..the schools that would benefit the most
from this policy would be those that do not have the characteristics associated with additional
funding under the NFF.” This is likely to be the schools with low numbers of disadvantaged
pupils, low numbers of pupils with low results and low numbers of pupils for whom English is
not their first language. We remain concerned that smail schools — at both primary and
secondary level — will, perversely, not benefit from this policy approach due to the
disproportionate impact of the lump sum on the calculation of MPPL funding.

3.11 The DfE have developed a new formulaic methodology for the allocation of mobility funding for
2020/21 which will replace the previous methodology which was based on historic spend.

3.12 Teachers’ pay grant and teachers’ pension employer contributions grant will both continue to
be paid separately from the funding formula in 2020-21.

3.13 A Minimum Funding Guarantee (MFG) will continue to be a feature of the formula for 2020-
21 but must be set between +0.5%and +1.84%. This funding protection will sit alongside
Minimum Per Pupil Levels (MPPL).
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3.14 It has also been confirmed that local authorities can again transfer up to 0.5% of their Schools
Block to other blocks of the DSG, with schools’ forum approval. To transfer more than this, or
any amount without schools’ forum approval, they will have to make a request to the
Department for Education.

3.15 Othe.r measures included in the package of reform alongside the education funding policy
announcement are:

• The DfE will consult on lifting the inspection exemption for outstanding schools;

• There will be additional funding for strong academy trusts to expand;

• A new specialist academy trust will also be set up specifically to take in and turn round
the most challenging schools struggling with long term underperformance. The trust
will be piloted in the North of England and offer direct support from school leaders
with a proven track record in improving education.

• The DfE will increase the level of support to schools that Require Improvement
(where they have not been judged ‘Good’ by Ofsted in the previous ten years);

• Continue to expand the school resource management programme;

• Working with Ofsted, the DfE will ensure that parents have the information they need
about how schools are utilising funding;

• Pay will be increased for allteachers with starting salaries to be increased by £6,000,
up to £30,000 by 2022-23;

• There will be a £lOm investment in a new national behaviour hub;

• The DfE will consult on revised behaviour and exclusions guidance;

• The Government will also work with Ofsted to ensure all inspection reports also
include a ‘rating for financial management and oversight’ with the school, academy
or academy trust.

4. 2020/21 North Yorkshire School Funding — Indicative Position

4.1 The indicative 2020-21 Schools Block funding for North Yorkshire (calculated using the NFF)
provides a 5.19% (f17.4m) increase compared to the 2019-20 funding level. Our analysis
indicates that £4.8m of this additional funding will be required to fund the increase in the
MPPL from £3,500 in 2019/20 to £3,750 per pupil in 2020/21 for primary schools and from
£4,800 in 2019/20 to £5,000 per pupil in 2020/21 for secondary schools.

4.2 For 2020-21 the DfE are continuing to allow the transfer of up to 0.5% of the Schools Block
funding to the High Needs Block. The approval of the Schools Forum is required for this
transfer and the views of local schools and academies will need to be considered in
determining this decision. Any proposal to transfer more than 0.5% will require the approval
of the Secretary of State. Within North Yorkshire there continues to be significant budget
pressures related to High Needs and these are discussed more fully in section 5 below. The
Local Authority very much acknowledges the difficult financial challenges currently being
faced by schools. However, it is regrettably felt that, given the continued significant growth
and associated budget pressures on High Needs, the local authority is left with no alternative
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but to consult on a transfer of funding from the Schools block to High Needs for the next
financial year. In this regard it is again necessary to propose that funding is transferred from
the Schools Block to High Needs in 2020/21. The views of schools are requested on transfer
options of 0.5% and 1%.

4.3 The DfE are allowing local authorities to be able to locally set the Minimum Funding Guarantee
(MEG) level between plus 0.5% and plus 1.84% per pupil. This is one of the mechanisms which
determine the change in per pupil funding levels which a school can experience from year to
year. The level of the MEG controls the level of gain and loss in per pupil funding levels at
individual school level when compared to the previous financial year. In this respect the MEG
provides a mechanism for controlling the impact of schools moving to the NFF i.e. a lower
MEG allows those schools which gain from the NFF implementation to start to receive some
funding benefit, however those schools which will lose funding under the NFF will start to see
a reduction in their funding levels. In 2018-19 the decision was made by the North Yorkshire
Schools Forum to implement a funding formula which reflects the NFF principles and the
associated transitional arrangements. Schools are requested to provide their views on the
MFG protection level options of between +0.5% or +1.84% for 2020/21.

4.4 The level of any transfer of funding from the Schools Block to High Needs and the level of the
MRS protection has a direct impact on the level of the cap which is required to be set on the
funding gains which can be experienced by an individual school. This is due to the level of
funding required to deliver the funding transfer and the MEG protection i.e. the higher the
MFG protection, the greater the funding requirement.

4.5 Appendix 1 of this document provides a schedule of the indicative implications at individual
school level of the High Needs transfer, and MEG protection levels and funding cap options. It
needs to be noted that the modelling is based on the 2019/20 funded pupil numbers and data
and the actual 2020/21 funding allocations will be based on the October 2019 pupil census
information.

The options which schools are asked to consider are:

High Needs Minimum Funding Gains
Transfer Funding Cap*

Guarantee

Option 1 0.0% 1.37% 100%

Option 2 0.0% 1.84% 34.33%

Option 3 0.5% 0.5% 13.81%

Option 4 0.5% 1.84% 11.47%

Option 5 1.0% 0.5% 10.61%

Option 6 1.0% 1.84% 8.50%
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*Ievel of gain retained e.g. 100% - full gain retained, 34.33% - gains capped at 33.34% of full

gain level.

4.6 The 2020/21 MPPL amounts of £3,750 for primary schools and £5,000 for secondary schools
take precedence over the MFG calculation so irrespective of the MEG level, schools will
receive at least the MPPL funding amount.

4.7 The DfE have confirmed that the de-delegation of services will continue to be allowed for
2020/21. At the meeting of the Schools Forum in November 2019 consideration will be given
to the proposal to continue to de-delegate the contingencies related to Schools in Financial
Difficulty and Unreasonable School Expenditure. The Forum will also consider whether or not
it is appropriate to continue to de-delegate the funding associated with the work undertaken
through the Trade Unions (Professional Associations Facilities Agreement - PAFA) or whether
this work should be delivered through a traded service.

5. High Needs Funding

5.1 The indicative position with regard to the High Needs block funding received by North
Yorkshire from the DfE is that the overall funding will increase from £49.SSm in 2019/20 to
£55.03m in 2020/21; an increase of £5.48m. Whilst the increase in High Needs funding is
welcome, it is still not sufficient to address the continued significant increase in demands and
pressure on High Needs services (further detail provided below). The actual amount retained
by the local authority is lower than the £55.03m due to deductions from the Education, Skills
and Funding Agency (ESFA).

5.2 Within North Yorkshire there continues to be very sign, ~~icant pressure on High Needs funding.
It is anticipated that the underlying financial pressure in 2019-20 will be in the order offG.8m.
This is reduced, in part, by the £1.6m (0.5%) transfer of funding from the Schools Block into
the High Needs Block in 2019/20 and a £3.7m funding contribution from the Local Authority
core budget. The overall result is an expected overspend of £1.Sm on the High Needs budget
in 2019/20; this is against the background of a £3m overspend in 2018/19. Future demand
predictions indicate that, based on current trends, the underlying financial pressure of
£6.Sm will grow by approximately £1.5m - £2.5m in each of the next few years andthat, if
left unchecked, by March 2022 there will be a recurring overspend of between LiOm - £13m
per annum. Key factors which are contributing to this overspend position are:

• The impact of the new SEND practices which were introduced as part of the Children
and Families Act 2014

• A significant increase in the number of children receiving SEN Support with a 16%
increase in Primary School pupils and a 23% increase Secondary School pupils
between January 2016 and January 2019

• The total number of children with Education Health & Care Plans (EHCP) has increased
by 61% between 2014/15 and 2018/19 (financial years)

• The total number of pupils in independent and non-maintained day out-of-authority
placements has shown a year on year increase since 2014-15 with an associated
increase in expenditure. In 2017-18 the average cost per pupil was f54k.

• Whilst the total pupils in independent and non-maintained residential out-of
authority placements has decreased year on year since 2014-15, a trend of increasing
expenditure has been seen between 2016-17 and 2017-18 despite fewer pupils. In
2017-18 the average cost per pupil was fl3Sk.
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5.3 The Dedicated Schools Grant reserve within the North Yorkshire Local Authority is almost
entirely depleted which means that overspends are carried forward and will need to be met
from future years funding allocations. This is clearly a very challenging and concerning position
with regard to the High Needs budget as the additional funding is insufficient to cover current
cost pressures aside from the forecast trend of continued increase in demand for High Needs
services! support and a continued increasing budget overspend.

5.4 The DfE have recently released a consultation proposing to change the regulations for the
operation of the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG). The consultation proposes that any deficit
an LA may have on the DSG is carried forward and that local authority core budget funding
cannot be used to support DSG overspends. Whilst it is welcome that the DfE are highlighting
and taking more ownership of the crisis and shortfalls in SEND funding, it is concerning that
without core LA budget support it is unlikely that, within North Yorkshire, any accumulated
deficit on the High Needs budget could be recovered within the DSG funding quantum without
adversely impacting on service provision. In the 2019/20 financial year £3.7m of local
authority core budget has been allocated with North Yorkshire to support High Needs. Further
support will be unable to be provided in the future if the DfE consultation proposals are
implemented.

5.5 The context for the proposal to transfer funds from the Schools Block to High Needs (0.5%
(f1.76m) or 1% (f3.52m) is for this funding to provide interim support towards the financial
pressures whilst the longer term savings proposals detailed in the North Yorkshire Strategic
Plan for SEND are progressed.

5.6 A number of developments have been implemented in 2019/20 to address the unsustainable
overspend position on the High Needs budget. These developments include:

• The replacement of the CAN-DO Resource Allocation System with a Banded System
• Moving to study programmes of 600 planned hours per academic year for post-16

study for young people with EHCPs.
• The transformation of Pupil Referral Services (PRS) and Alternative Provision

establishments with a reduced funding allocation.

5.7 The developments planned for 2019/20 are estimated to provide savings of f1.lm. Clearly,
this is not sufficient to address the underlying projected overspend and further measures will
be considered in order for future financially sustainability to be achieved f& the High Needs
budget.

6. Next Steps

6.1 Accompanying this consultation paper is a response form. We would be grateful if you could
return this by email by 5pm on Thursday, 7th November 2019 (revised deadline). Please send
your responses to Deborah.wilbor~northvorks.gov.uk

6.2 The results of this consultation will be presented to members of the North Yorkshire Schools
Forum for final decisions to be made at its meeting on 13th November 2019. Schools will be
notified of the outcome of this before the end of November.
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~6.3 The DfE release the data needed to calculate next year’s budget in mid-December. We aim to
publish primary and secondary school budgets by mid-February.

7. Consultation Questions

7.1 The questions set out in the accompanying response form are as follows:

01. Please indicate which of the following options you support in respect of the transfer
of funding to High Needs in 2020/21, the level of Minimum Funding Guarantee
protection and associated funding cap applied in the calculation of school budgets for
2020/21 (support may be indicated for more than one option):

High Needs Minimum Funding Gains Support
Transfer Funding Cap* (Y I N)

Guarantee

Option 1 0.0% 1.37% 100%

Option 2 0.0% 1.84% 34.33%

Option 3 0.5% 0.5% 13.81%

Option 4 0.5% 1.84% 11.47%

Option 5 1.0% 0.5% 10.61%

Option 6 1.0% 1.84% 8.50%

7.2 Please could you send your response to these, by email, by 5pm on Thursday 7k”

November 2019 (revised deadline) to deborah.wilbor@northyorks.gov.uk

Accompanying Appendices - -

Appendix 1: Schedule of the indicative implications at individual school level of the High Needs
transfer and MFG protection level options.

02: Do you have any further comments relating to the [A’s proposals for school funding
for 2020/21?
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0152004 CoolbIos007E ConnonllyPI5000yAo.dool7 P800,y 342.002 300.450 200.459 204.057 200.007 202427 302.010 21,077 22,077 21.104 21.104 10,137 70137
0702000 Hoses P,Ioo,y School P,Ooo,y 402,210 441.114 441.114 420.010 423.040 421.734 420.002 37.004 27.000 30.301 10.730 20,570 22,044
0152007 T,IsSs 00040101 Rkh,000id P750577 720.003 771.344 771.144 700.202 700.252 702074 702.014 44.472 44.402 47.300 47.200 25,122 25.122
0102000 CoOseod PI51077A00401117G7071I010 P705077 003,542 042,020 042.030 047,055 040,055 035,245 024,735 40,500 45,000 47,413 47.473 42,202 47,002
0102000 0075010 Church of Eoobrd P’l,.~7 School P7117017 322,001 301,000 347.000 245,530 342,030 237,752 327.752 10,007 10,007 10,020 10,520 15,751 75,757
0102010 BlosSom P,Oooyond Hono,yAoodsoly PoIse,7 1,045.303 7.074,223 1,077,102 1,000,700 1.077,110 1.004,000 1,077.120 20,040 21.710 11.407 37,720 0,020 31.745
0102011 KocOlo Golowoy 10540,07 PrOo,oy 05,040 200,750 100.700 150.711 200.711 207,010 - 257.010 175,101 175,101 174.002 174,002 177.045 ‘71.040
0102012 Camblol P,lr’orv 100154 PrOoow ‘05,300 100,400 100,405 107.714 107.714 100,202 100,202 02,750 02,750 02,405 01.400 00,004 00,004
5152045 tesoton old Londonderly Coonoonhy Pthoow School Prboonj 200,740 202,005 237.707 110,205 117,102 270,477 114,540 50,257 21,013 12,027 10.414 0,720 7,000
0102041 G1004o1. PrOne’s School Pnhoow 201.721 203,730 104,420 202,405 204,420 202.477 204.450 2,000 2,707 720 2,710 - 741 2,727
0151042 LoohoIro P71,rory000lool P7000,7 211.074 231,075 232.075 221.017 200.010 270.234 - 217.010 22.201 22.307 0.043 0,170 7.000 0.141
0102043 0005Iand PIhoa,y500,00l P800w 102,012 210.050 211.271 100.770 100,100 100,270 100.105 22.040 17.050 7.700 0,002 5002 4,403
0102047 C,o~I 1,000100 A00d51r7 P71,Iaiy School P700077 231.704 210.002 250.003 144.240 242.211 241.022 230.000 20.210 20,210 12.570 10.447 0,750 7,010
0152000 000jidoo Coonononso PrOnorySohool P750077 257,000 250,560 105.214 250,203 200222 250.300 200.230 0,000 2,040 004 1,103 000 2,570
0102001 SIoIlwo Solon 0010,00111 P114075 School Poloo’y 423,000 430,031 430.027 437.014 427,014 424.355 424.255 10.441 10,441 14.710 14.725 11,200 11,200
0102002 R,oIoo 004 Ai,00loo,o Communoy P000o,ySdbool Plenary 200,100 312,400 213.400 200.052 302.080 207.540 200.001 27,270 27,270 10.000 10.003 10,200 12,310
0152004 Khlnho0000nlldo C0400lunly P4700,y505looI P800,7 770,002 021.073 017.073 010.434 010.424 011.042 010.042 40.710 40.710 42.471 42.471 25,020 25,030
0102000 Loohom PIn.,y School PoIsew 711,025 740,274 740.274 740.207 740,247 740,202 745,202 37,740 37,740 34,742 24,742 20,077 20,577
0102074 Islalon Corornuoss P70o,a~ 505101 PoIno’y 070,074 030,017 020.017 027.757 027,157 010,770 010,770 04,040 54,040 01,205 51,200 43,000 43,000
0152075 NassSooConin’onssoPthoorolchool P71110,y 425,100 400,377 400.317 410,554 450.150 405,000 440,700 35.150 20,750 33,207 22,002 20,034 24,542
0152070 Noesbsoa’d Soolb5P,Sso’y Schooo Pnbeary 1,405.000 1,505,151 1,045,151 7,585,001 1,500,101 1,005,101 1,050,101 00,540 00,540 00,540 01.540 00,040 00,540
0152000 A071000l0I P,Onarj School Pybeory 1,055,004 1,100,417 7.100,417 1.105,010 1,100,010 1,000,152 1,000,102 04.223 04,223 40,015 40.025 41,130 47,000
0102001 No’S’ and 000510004000703071007 POlolaly 105075 Pl000ly 227,002 245,541 235,041 242,005 230,544 220,704 230,270 10,470 10,470 10.020 71,402 11,041 0,334
0152003 00n1510101155 PIOnory School P11,11,5 240,012 217,302 277.202 203,430 200,001 260,140 257,000 20,000 20.050 14,020 12.140 11,232 0,007
0152000 Rosen Communes P1.1077105001 P11,10,7 204,054 205,120 205.720 202,070 200,002 270.707 270,020 10,070 70,070 10,004 14.000 73,012 70.400
0102007 Roononby PoIsary SdiooI PrOne,y 070,300 1,027,020 1,020,020 1,021.020 1,031,020 1,031,520 1.031.525 07,120 05,535 01.020 01,120 01,120 07.720
0102001 Roondds Abbey Co,nmo,r]Is PnOoa,ylosoool PrOsIly 070,100 000,205 100,042 107,732 100.215 100,012 170,204 22,147 10,020 4,024 4,007 3.004 3,010
0152100 BMTOW00II 575001 P110077 0.401.001 1.510,200 1,510.050 ‘.400,500 1,510,0*7 1,400,071 1.010,714 10.400 24,000 0.700 24,000 0,770 24.014
0102114 Pilar050 CornrouooyP,hnoy School POse,y 1,570,205 1,050,000 1,052,704 1,503,041 1,002,701 1,503,545 1.002,010 10,011 20,400 7,170 20,400 7,101 20,425
0102117 G70dslco’e Rood P00,007 School P,boa,y 3,000.074 3,132,700 3,132.701 3,120.240 3,120,340 2,005,247 3,005,147 123,178 123,770 ‘10,724 110,734 00.023 05,032
0102120 Scotorceub. Nofill000d CooImuo’cy Pihoory 100,001 P11onw 2,454,014 - 2,400,100 2.407,024 2,400,205 2,407,047 2,400,200 2.407,004 31.304 42,224 17.470 42,233 11,401 42,250
5152132 50,0,57 0000000117 Ptloo,yso5iool Prboo,y 421,527 400,057 400,007 440,227 440.227 440,007 445,771 20,250 10,310 27.700 27,700 24,353 24,245
0102133 00400 C0701nL,oIly Pihyayy School Pr100ry 170,040 104,305 104.205 ‘70,134 170,500 170.407 170,330 ‘3,724 13,724 7,405 0.217 0,840 4,000
0151120 010010104 P0500,5100001 P71,10,7 221,710 223,100 223,507 322.200 223,700 222,203 223,722 7.435 7,027 020 1,040 523 1,053
0102130 SM00010YPISTI0I7 Academy Pokoo,y 055,535 1,011,010 1,013,010 1.000,001 1,000.051 1.000.720 1.000,750 57,477 07.4” 03,412 52.412 40,217 40,117
0102150 Alamrbrooko School PrOonry 200,273 240,070 270.057 207.021 270,800 207,020 370,052 3,405 4,504 7,240 4,502 1,203 4,010
0152150 0550cm CoolnIonily PdlIalyScOIool P100077 402.004 408.075 450,575 445,370 434,273 432.037 420,477 54.001 54,001 20,351 30,225 20,052 22,403
5102104 Eo,OWOObyP,Onorywcadmoy Pylon,y 700,431 020,075 020,070 220.220 020,230 000,512 510,513 30,130 20.120 35,002 35,003 20,070 20.070
0152103 Ml 1,51 Comojoroolls P’Onary School P&ooiy 073,200 710,107 715.757 712,250 712,300 750.000 700.000 40.000 41.000 30,001 05.001 23,042 33,202
0102104 Eas1,5yo0 C00700lloP81007yS0000l Phoio,y 020,070 008,400 008,470 004,033 004.023 050,240 050,245 47,075 47,070 44.000 44,050 27,057 37,007
0102100 0110111010110500 C0IOSO0IIV PrOriany Scsnod P700077 010.230 027,240 527.245 520,058 525,108 020,051 523,470 11.047 11,007 0,020 0,020 4.713 7,222
0752100 LotorOo5 RAP CororlIdoHy P10107 School P7000,5 510,073 000.207 050.207 052.020 052.025 040.145 040,141 40,714 45.714 27.252 57.352 30.500 20.000
0102107 004,00, C0,nosnlyPIhllory School P7500w 010.000 007.400 057.400 043,071 003.070 055,007 055.057 47.032 47,022 43,000 43,005 24,001 30.001
0152170 Scaohoroooo.OsoodoFo Coolm000vP,h,ajvlc0000 Polo077 007,001 077,000 055.141 070,202 001,155 071,207 051.107 10.001 03,040 2,002 13,040 2,000 12,500
0152171 L0m157’oo’Ocmo POoow70000I Pillory 443,007 472,100 472,005 470,237 470,227 400.400 400,405 20,413 20,413 20,010 10,550 22,703 22,702
5102173 CoIl500kGao1700, to CaMeo Conn7150yPl1000yScbSoI PrOse’s 7,541,340 1,012,030 1,012,020 1,000,205 1,000,205 1,000,300 1,000,200 71,202 71,202 05,035 05,030 02,004 03,004
5102103 500ooby PsnimyAcodomy Prhoo,y 0,707,020 1,100,703 1.100.703 1,100,755 1,100,752 1,100,753 1,100,753 00,024 00,024 01,024 01,024 01,024 01,024
0102100 ShedS Hobo, P107575 School P107007 410,317 401,570 400,070 414,340 447,051 440,022 420,014 45,205 40,200 30,022 37,504 20,300 23,407
0152105 WooS Co,osoollyjurolor School POse,y 020,007 502,001 052,001 005,007 205,507 001,070 001,075 05,144 04,144 00.070 05,570 53,201 53.301
0102100 CollopIck Goolooo. WoooO 005505177101017 School P750077 774,034 020.500 505.500 000,200 000,304 700.075 700.075 34,03S 34,035 30.422 31,422 24,042 24.042
5102100 AO5HOP,000ryOc000I P711,0,7 707,203 745.500 740.550 742.003 742,502 730.504 730,054 30.320 30.335 25.340 25.240 20,300 20,300
0102107 WoO 001 PpbnawSc000l P0,10,7 714,102 750.577 700.077 747,000 747.000 747,573 741.073 20,405 34,400 33.457 32,477 27,200 27,305
5152200 Whsalcooft Conooooih~ PoIyo,y School P11°o’y 035.055 070,704 570,714 070,230 575,220 040,203 004,202 42,050 43,050 40,175 40,175 33,140 23,540
0102212 Cobodck Gooloon. ComaoO 00700005 P75’or~ School P,loo,7 044,153 005,020 005,070 002,311 042,312 570.224 075234 41.700 41.720 24,100 25.100 30.121 31.121
5102217 07akn4b15Pl005lyA05d05l5 P11,10,7 044,140 001,204 051,354 070,572 070,072 073.0*3 073,003 37,150 37,150 50,424 24.424 20,015 70,515
0102221 011o1,oloo P00057 School P11017711 321.102 352,835 252,035 245,202 240,207 230,054 230,154 32,052 32.052 24,100 20.005 10,072 14,571
5102222 P00010,0 C0m077100520010r School P1010,5 500,035 1,021,050 0,031,000 0,027,000 1,027,010 1,010.070 1,000,000 05.077 05,017 05,000 00,080 52,041 02,041
5102223 Stool,, and Olon Co,oorlunlly Pmhoo,y&Oool P,Ioow 1,400.010 .573,300 0,072,300 1,073,300 1,073200 7,073.100 1.573,205 00,301 52.257 52,3S1 03.345 03,301 52,25’
0102224 015401 C0770507P,IcaySohod P11,1075 775,504 000,504 010,004 013.207 013.307 050,010 005.050 40.000 47.000 30,073 30,002 20.355 20.355
5102225 005050014 School Pisnony 000.530 054,053 004,003 OSI,005 051,000 043,400 042.460 71,20S 71,20S 07,447 07,447 00,001 00,051
0102220 Hulls., 00405 P7000w School P7010,7 705,703 023.403 022.403 022.403 572,402 077,403 027.453 52,700 53700 03,760 03,700 53,700 02,700
0152232 1.1140004 School P107075 025,102 070,003 015,002 070,120 070,130 000,024 500,124 40,401 43,401 30,020 30,020 02,022 27,522
010222S P1001.1510 Coo’ororly 141071 School P1171075 005.210 751.015 701,85 I 000.703 000.755 503,101 003.107 20,205 bbS 33.737 23.037 27.075 27.070
0152220 Helololoy Communl07 P000.75 School P,Ooaoy - 447,051 400,422 400,432 400,000 402,243 470,731 473.253 40,051 40,851 30,005 34,002 22.100 25,477
0752237 700,01 Comrl405fPI0007y School P101071 001,840 ‘.030.770 1,731,725 1,027,553 0,027,002 0,010,405 1,010,405 40,572 40,072 45,005 40,005 07,007 37.057
0102242 00.15,0 P,0,rory School P11,1007 020,203 500,822 005.032 070,000 070,050 000,010 000,500 01,200 01,200 47:703 47.S03 40,157 40,107
0152240 Aloo Pdoia,ySchooI Snowy 000,037 550,740 010,741 000,300 000,300 052,402 002,403 30,704 30,704 15,272 20,272 22,300 22,205
5102240 A500’oIby000000057 Ppopory School P114075 030,012 000,755 500,705 057,104 007.174 551,701 051.700 24,140 24,140 31,002 37,002 20,100 10,100
5152247 10010700 001410 CoononlHy P4,oo’y 000005 P117s 240,102 204,524 304,024 250,723 304,710 302,072 370,450 24,443 34,443 70.547 24.530 21.701 05,274
5152240 0,0031100 Comoocolo, P101,0,7 School P110517 720.005 772.422 772.432 700.200 707.200 752.200 702.200 40.000 40,S05 43,524 43.024 37.001 37.207
5152200 Bronclco amId 757400 Cosowoly P7500rySchool P,booy 200.023 327.220 227220 324.212 210,032 310,450 204.502 25,207 20,107 20,200 20.000 10,077 15,045
5152252 CM0001041,blt P511017400d0017 P117075 721.320 700.000 750.000 705,012 754,002 750.454 700,4S4 35,335 25.235 3S,004 35.284 24.125 20.120
5102254 00000700 POrno’s School P117071 251.354 204.240 285.240 205.170 255.175’ 253.014 203.014 04,555 14.550 52.702 13.752 11,010 11,025
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0000257 cool Aotco. Coroo00000v P4mnv 507,090 Pootoos 704.002 020.045 020.040 027,040 027,000 020,000 021.000 40.953 45.003 42,000 42.009 20.100 30,100
0150201 App*9101. Roebuck Ptho.ooy&h001 Pth.o~, 400.350 000.384 000.204 000,000 400,347 405.009 404005 40.005 40,005 48.733 37.007 35.227 28.245
0002202 AckoOSo Coovoonls 5870acy School P0*5,007 408.428 405.585 495.588 403.052 453852 480.730 400.715 17.180 27.000 25.220 29.210 11.300 20.300
8152305 Sorthom Coors,soOsPrOo,ovSchool P000007 534.030 802.000 082.005 559.850 850,808 900.097 550,107 27.130 27.020 25.017 10.077 20.714 20.758
0052209 00000499844, P750.05 Sclrool P7*59085 bOO,271 839.474 830.414 028,000 028,005 823,078 023,008 14.191 35.107 32.710 32.718 27.108 27.700
8152310 Srodloom 0007 Communes PoSrony 005,000 PoInts7 543,000 514,031 574,839 572,340 072,345 907.744 587,744 32.040 32,041 10.755 20.755 20,104 25004
5152312 Boston 005000 Coomunlly Prkooov 501,001 PoOn.&y 270,271 280,884 245,054 288,701 208,750 200,351 208,307 04,003 14.053 13.400 03400 11.145 71.145
8192214 Cs,007940.Sn,81 Comc.s98s PIllory 205507 P.19085 007.004 044,111 844.111 847,900 040,008 . 030,443 038.443 20,101 20.107 33.090 33,059 28,529 38,520
8152300 C8009k7CO7n.10Lu850 P747579 0000007 P1*1087 559.024 000.150 780.750 580.780 558.780 052,007 580,057 20,578 20.028 27.074 27,174 22,433 22,413
8152317 Coobuo C0000noonhIy Pobosoy 8c7.007 P,*oo,9 548,505 577.103 077.003 074,517 074.827 570,230 870.230 30,007 30,007 28.322 28,332 23,133 23,133
8182320 FoSbom CommulSsPtboooyOchsd P50070 335.843 338,040 330,580 324.044 330,584 338,845 320,011 1,803 4.043 1.101 4,050 1,100 4,000
8152327 KooOe0000 PolnchOo commulilo Poioory 5057807 P.17877 283,080 378,020 310,820 303,317 300,024 204,077 205.037 30,040 30,040 0.447 18,153 55,020 12,058
8152324 055*70100 P759407100,001 P017477 320,517 303,037 243,037 307,810 353,823 351,302 347,024 34,125 34,125 20305 23,512 27,547 17,512
8152327 c.e.o Osnn5070 ConrouslyPihooro School PoSooro 275,337 207,070 257,010 205,031 203.277 292,120 285,714 21,873 21,873 20,404 77,034 70,003 03,370
8152315 Hoomgolo. 5500 Glans. Comrmonly P71,7015 School P.00007 1,143,540 1,217.781 1,211.781 1,300.013 1,100,813 1.157,001 7.187.001 08,233 04,233 83,305 53,205 53,544 . 83,544
8152320 Hooroqolo. 0,0,8 Road Cooo,ooonly Pthno,y 505,050 P.00007 1.118,540 1,170,801 7,770.000 1.072.208 1.172,200 1.102,703 0,002.783 88,003 78,053 53,320 53,320 43,875 43570
0152330 Nm,, P448 P.0sao~ 00040795 P0000ry 033,532 009,022 087,222 000,932 880,502 001.100 000.100 38,874 25,090 32,000 33,795 27,574 27.574
0152321 045504,100,01 1007007 57500101 044.445 097.700 007,708 891,700 807.700, 001.790 807.700 47,300 41,359 47,305 47,350 47,300 47,350
0782332 Slart000CooIsjoolroPl1001y57009I 57*0407 770,540 071.590 811,700 000,453 008.403 007,004 500.004 30,050 30,800 30,458 10,459 30,018 20,070
0072333 01,710100 P7*0,07 School P517°07 1,425,730 0,527,220 1,527,228 0,527,238 7,517,230 1,027,230 1.527,325 701,580 101,000 101.S00 101,700 121.500 707,700
0102330 Su00001bOdoo ColS.mon0yPoir0008 School 07504007 280.204 311,520 311,020 310.251 300,032 307.738 144,074 22,208 22,200 20,019 19,884 10.404 04.508
0152338 91.08.51 Cooonooolly Prhosolyoo0001 Pr*oa.v 200.000 312.804 372,000. 311,788 371.704 209,200 385.280 10.013 00,813 05,873 15.073 13,074 13.074
8102337 9100.oS Coo,ooolIv P.00407005507 57*84.07 245.000 570.544 078,094 574,208 574.200 500.888 100.084 20.498 25,405 28,202 20.202 27.502 28.592
0152338 GOcss000.e, CcoooooosyPs*oooySos,80l Pilot07 322.074 343.080 353.000 330.134 340.303 343.727 339.435 37,074 31414 28,000 13,355 25.053 77307
0151343 KelOeNeI P8000nl School Prknoov 210.330 230,701 238,707 228,470 224,700 224,224 223,857 20.457 20,487 10,149 0,420 7.054 0,325
0152348 Lolhowdob Pno,oy School P10*0,17 441,990 407.310 497.320 405,437 485,437 401,541 481,041 20.322 20,322 23,430 23,430 10,042 18,043
8052347 0.8ev C0000400pP’00o77 School P1079007 208.442 202,082 202,002 209,005 245,075 204.310 251.170 24,251 24,250 20,753 17,073 10,557 02,738
0722340 807koM6l7llth4C001950Il5P0*000720h001 P419,.7 204,030 387.184 301.104 358,700 380,005 380,443 380,742 20.535 25,535 24,000 ‘24,800 21,014 21.112
0772350 Sooloo Lh,7010404 Cooioonhy 58*0.07005,007 P7*0,77 352.848 433,042 433,042 435.387 423,003 427,720 400,080 40,705 40,700 37,400 30,000 20,813 23,100
8052307 SotsCommoo*to P78,477 School Pr*ooos 1,470.054 1,408,247 1.408,750 1.470,032 1,420,755 0,470,520 1.498,775 10,493 24,000 0,707 24,804 0.772 24,020
0752304 55715005,80 C00009L5000P.00007 School P0*0,77 304,011 330,507 338,007 334,000 334,008 331,780 331,753 20.031 21,037 10,807 10.007 00.000 00,011
0052550 584570,0, WoO’s 050710401881408P1*090700h507 P0*0.05 703,287 037,390 031,308 037,300 832,305 037.305 537,390 54.133 04,133 04,133 94.733 54,133 54,133
8052357 Sooth hoford P71,1077 School Po*oo07 801,508 710,570 715.510 718,715 774,010 710,910 700,900 37,004 37,004 37.004 37,004 37.004 37.054
5102258 Stawl,o Coootosnhls P.*losssSohooI P0*0507 301,004 345.570 340.070 335.000 331,224 320.071 310,300 38.174 30.174 23.301 10.430 10,087 74.408
‘052355 Oslloo.hto005sou. Comooooly Po*o.ooy School P0*0011 000,504 583,402 043,401 040.712 040,102 833,370 033.315 40.070 40,510 30,000 30,000 31,012 31.012
0052300 ThomOn *0 0,08.1 CoroooonLosP.hoorvOcOool P017.11 353,370 304,870 284,800 203,397 300,203 375,330 378,302 31,471 37,471 20,030 20,000 24,000 20,013
9152353 W510,p.od 05510085098 Co,00l,o1417 Ps*oooyochocl P01.5111 550,004 017,014 807.004 014,200 074,200 907.007 907,007 51.500 50,080 47,304 47,304 40.153 40,193
0092304 WOow 1088 Conisonoolly Pins07 School P0*0,11 0,500,023 2.575,104 2,075,104 2,008,070 2,000.075 2,070,371 2,070,277 000,400 000,400 07,250 07.291 80,047 80,847
0092205 5*5070,, 000018006 Co0008.r780Po*75r9 School P0*0017 882,044 579,980 575,148 072.022 070,493 045,703 075,010 13,542 13,042 15,070 02.440 3,059 12,400
0152280 0800.076, 101100700010007 P7*1,015 300,210 303,525 303,920 302,024 302,024 370.500 310,000 23,305 23.305 21,814 21,014 79,770 10,700
5592207 Monoddo Junior Scs108l P7*057 400,501 570,000 510.901 517,847 017,041 513,000 070,133 30,394 39354 37,344 37,344 33,170 30,237
5152200 Hoo*4070 05,014 P710585 School P,11r7 0,103,420 1.102,007 1.102,087 1,157,413 1.197,413 5,110,001 1,190,001 58,057 59,857 03,082 53,052 41.470 47,470
8092372 P0058 P500007005007 P1110711 1,520,000 1,045,490 0,040,400 7,845,400 1.040,400 1,040,400 0,040,450 009,000 159,000 700,900 000,000 000,500 105,145
5152370 005406. CommuniS,Joobr School P000477 1.993,709 1.328,705 7,120,755 1,125,755 1,125,709 0.020.755 0,120,700 70,000 75.000 75,000 70,000 75,000 75.005
8102377 A,oki P0117 Asudsoso P.110477 1,410,447 7.002,007 0,982,097 1,002,157 1.002.107 1,901,157 0,702,197 009,790 100,700 . 700,700 105,770 005,750 105,150
0152380 Shochum *000000 P,hnoa,ySchcol P0*7077 708,308 040,010 840,070 040.822 541,822 034,777 034,777 48,820 40,030 42,528 43,338 30,307 20,347
8192301 51,orpa 0800501005 CommunIty P5oor~0chooI Po*0077 1.032,405 0,007,000 1,087.000 0,003,083 0.003,003 1,014,052 0,074.082 99,000 05,500 51,298 51.200 42,577 42,977
8152382 RoastS Ass P11000009 School P.00077 1.423,505 1,924,040 0,824.840 7,924,040 1,524,840 1,524,045 1,534,040 100,250 151.270 000,280 151,350 101,250 101.210
8152308 007*00 V.0,7 Pl*o,oy School Pokoory 758,005 001,109 551,108 757,093 797,003 700,405 240,400 45,704 45.154 41,055 41,085 35,404 35,404
8152300 Metolowdolo Academy P0*80,5 773.005 013.704 003,754 810,457 015.407 803,800 003,000 42,740 40,745 37.402 37,402 30,004 30,804
0002300 Dovot Pooudo 008800807711,077 School. Sobs P718407 0,059,548 1,707,933 0.007.033 7.102,042 1.002,542 1,005,700 1,503,780 90.008 51,105 40,707 40,707 87,041 37,041
0752290 look100 P.00577005501 P1*0007 023,551 870.000 070,089 000,323 805,323 002.007 002,957 30,005 38,800 39,342 24,342 20,000 20.000
0055352 1440,4.0 P;*oowAcodo.95 P7*01508 , 447.400 470.547 470,047 450,005 400.050 dOS 253 400.253 10,920 25,520 27,045 27,840 23.034 13.034
0191303 Ohjn*om C0.9m00105710037750h001 P10*19,07 0,207,300 1.300,349 1,300,354 1.310,150 0,350,350 1,350,350 1.320,259 05,000 59,000 59,000 00,000 00.500 80.900
0152450 91.0,504400 CsfOlrO.000y Po1,,ory School P0*0.805 740,049 701,305 701,315 770207 710,277 770.900 771,580 32.450 32,409 20,372 20,372 23.024 23.024
0192400 0a.bs00000u078 P.*o.ry School Pooooos 1,273,075 0.354,375 1.308,370 1.350,375 1,300,375 0,350.315 1,318,370 02.000 02,500 02,000 02.505 02,600 02,500
0052402 Neolhnohooooh CololmslltvPlhoar500h001 P.09011 552,000 809,220 000,220 858,903 000,002 501,093 551,053 20,300 30.300 33,003 23,003 29,140 20,143
0192403 H0SOlIOISPPI00077 School P710007 800,009 004,450 004,400 000,004 500,004 502,735 893,735 44,003 44,005 45,540 40,040 33.779 33,779
0052404 5,0100700 P000907 School Po*901y 300,431 434,714 434.204 432,573 427,004 425,785 420,204 33.751 38,702 34.140 20.472 21,351 20,030
0051405 504woh9 Co.omunilvP.koum School P010011 205,020 200,500 200.900 207,004 254,000 253,185 200,559 20.090 20,080 07.144 04,240 03,207 10,010
0192400 L010lo. Cooosut10 P7107,075000501 P710577 220,403 204,875 284.375 240.372 241,008 240,470 244,403 27,012 27.002 02,500 00,723 10,005 0,010
8092407 1Oct49 005806 Com,ncroOy P0*10077 School P0*9077 518,120 SSI,455 591.405 049,218 045,250 944,010 544,820 32,279 22,378 28.730 30.130 25,000 25,000
8152400 NotIon 04199001,401110407 school 7.00077 2,207,220 2,317.740 2,307,741 2,205.750 2,309,150 2.200,008 2,290,000 100,710 115.901 009,820 100,510 03,377 03,377
5192410 RInse! 040990015 P750,07405,001 P.00o~ 004,404 730,002 731,582 120.901 737,002 730,902 727,502 37,400 87.498 27,400 37.405 37,405 37,409
8102411 R870000 0000boIlls P7000070010001 P.hoorio 085.735 509,800 000,000 557,300 097,200 092455 002,850 33,052 83,052 31.080 30,050 20,520 20,025
5002402 055.5 JunIor School P.*ooq . 0,053,043 7,707.740 1.107.148 0,002.750 0.002,750 0,003,870 7,003.078 94,000 04,000 40,007 45,007 40,783 40,733
8152400 Sobs. Lolo000s HO 040ont001lY P700007080087 P700407 770,972 000,873 000,073 007,070 407,870 080,100 000,209 45,301 40,200 37,005 37,000 20837 35,037
0052420 Shooborm *0 01,0,5, A0001ooo Co,ooounLly P.00orj Ocln501 P700407 1,207.040 0.339,478 1,330,413 0.330,413 1,335,413 0,310,402 0,334,413 00,771 50,772 00,772 00,772 00,772 00,771
0055422 080*0090 P407007 Scooool P1*0007 474.310 525,700 020,709 500,008 910,000 802,509 004.042 40,429 48,420 44,323 47.005 88.084 35,000
0002424 OudeIqol. Cooooososlsjuobo School P10*99407 004,019 870.702 079,702 070220 870,220 400.237 800,221 05,573 05,973 02,100 03,001 00.088 00.000
0002425 SolIoqoto lnOo,150008I Pn*o,07 080,003 705.800 715400 702073 713,073 707.300 707.340 30.283 35,253 32,400 32.400 20,757 10,707
0092428 Ro,obo.oyocodo.9y . P0*0”y 872,230 900,052 008,082 014,007 904,007 007.934 907,939 40,452 45,402 42,707 42.707 33.304 23.204
0052427 RIosrJdoSc5501. 10600001 P0*09007 0.309.750 1,400,050 1,400,000 1,400,002 7.400.000 7,485,000 1.404,000 90,200 05,250 08,250 05,200 50.200 00.250
0002430 WoodOekI P7*0,07 School 7009011 482,020 004,028 ‘ 504020 902047 582,047 400.553 404,083 21.900 21,000 20,018 20.000 10,025 00,029
0053800 AlsdeobyOIooo770hurch 80000100ll Po*o.ooySclnool ‘ P0*0011 350,008 400,580 400.000 300,307 380,208 002,407 370,770 40,000 45,000 30.300 25,250 23,440 00,052
0053000 05015cm. Lot.s’olo Oar Church 070100*04 P7ffi9450 School P.*9,05 200.785 130,212 230,272 278,022 200,701 200,724 204,271 22,004 22,604 o2,coo 00.008 0,350 7.504
0052005 SI Hildsa 80075.08707 Chclch 005.50*04 7101jolorj0005’oIod P.19085 School PoIn.aoy 145,078 147.493 240.008 245.335 240,078 240,334 240,003 0.775 2.370 052 2,390 008 2,499
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8103500 McecsoohdeloCh oil iccob dPdna,yoch ci Prisuro 150700 171444 104307 000003 500003 180008 160247 12004 5500 2203 1013 1067 1407
0103000 OdrOddne Church 010050014 P,Ir’o’r 0014 NO.1110,7 School Privies 100.607 228.103 223002 200,020 204,000 204.411 202.722 00,177 27,115 16,000 0,112 6.825 0,030
0103000 Basteochy Si James Chinch 00 Ecoland Primary School P115670 238,540 200,000 250,000 251,035 250,234 240.403 247.300 20,010 10.010 I 2.005 10.265 10,634 0,440
0153010 eedabChorchofEr,014r4 rolma000c0001 P111107 1.260,068 1,337.400 1,357,400 1,387.408 0.387.400 0,357.400 .827.400 00,000 00,000 00,000 08,000 00.000 80.000
0153012 06460. cO4c6hloChopG600 ChoschoiE05010dVohlnIurvC005000d Prkoorsrtchooi P,Onary 173.301 103.031 104.172 077.773 077.020 70.040 170.167 l0,77i 10.001 4.402 3,505 3.400 3.700
0103010 Ororopion-or-Sorolo ChLOI0h 000,51404 Prhiocy 50000i P1111670 771 .422 004,407 004467 011.240 Ofl,240 000.300 010,300 43.020 43.025 38.007 30807 30,007 30.007
0i13010 West Booyro chord’ 00 coqoold P61070 School P115670 102.017 202.004 204.01’ 100,030 007,70’ 07,403 100,305 20,447 10.704 0.010 0.004 5,320 4.378
0103820 Cs001rol Church of Eorolaod PIllory School P,Osm’o 410,045 440.740 440,740 430,044 430.044 450,015 430,810 22,700 2Z700 20.000 20,000 17,570 07,570
0103021 Cooloo Ciou000i 00 00514r1d VohohlaoyC000010d P1*0070 School P11111670 400.433 467,320 407.220 440100 442.070 440,000 434.020 45,002 45.002 37,053 35,443 20.170 23,303
0163022 Cr05 Church of 0110804 Pohrrory School P1011a70 460,145 470,503 470.003 477.020 477,020 473.760 473,750 24.400 24,400 21.404 21.404 10,005 10,000
0000020 DonbyChorch 00 0110lond VohlrlurpCosoored Sclrocl, PIllory 220.001 205.050 256.050 244.002 242.380 241,400 230.000 20.300 30,205 10.311 17,710 I 0.000 0,000
0103827 Dhhloch Church of Ealolord Vohirlaro Coniroled P1006o’yochocl PlIr1010 307.100 301.700 , 381,700 300,100 200,100 377,130 377.131 24,030 24.530 22.022 23.032 10,004 ‘0,004
0103300 Soot Cobb, Choroh of 0001404 Psoowochool P110070 107403 212.076 212.076 200.000 200.072 200,300 204,000 ‘5,102 15,102 11,422 0,400 0.073 7,104
0103034 Tr*royolcadoo,y Opyeby Por~0l P6smy 230,500 201.702 201,201 243,034 240,020 240,240 238,237 31.104 38,703 2.430 02,300 0,051 7,730
0103038 01010015 ChubS of Esobod Vohoob70 Consoled Pobnn70Sc000l Piloory 444,006 477.103 477.103 470,200 470.200 471,472 471,472 32.370 32,378 30,404 30,444 10,007 28,007
0103030 ProMo Clonloh0000flodVohlsbryConr000wd Pr*nooytchooi P110670 200,200 232,003 220,246 210,004 213,000 213.220 , 211.440 20.030 23,000 0.040 7.432 0,072 0,100
0102040 Glo6w000C0000h 00000100ld0000ruryCor5800d PohoirySohool P80070 240,530 273.100 273,108 204.242 201,760 200,020 250070 22,050 13,000 14,712 12.210 11,360 5140
0002042 husronod Church of Eoqlaod Vohtorlooy C00001ed 0,iool School, Greo5A~1on P’Ir’ary 201,074 307,384 387,384 300,000 000.060 303,012 353,812 5.830 00,030 14,426 04,400 11,030 11,038
0102045 H001.incOlaod OlonbyChurco ofcroiard P.*narvoclonol PIllory 200,302 220,702 221.201 210,000 211,200 200,003 221,300 1,412 1.000 010 0,000 522 1.020
0102040 HocOoroso ChoIce’ ci Ennbrrd VohirolorreC000010d P’Iriory School P6007 357,006 300,103 300,103 307,340 382,363 300,800 370,101 41,230 41.230 10,401 ‘ 24.400 22,744 10,210
6103800 Howrh,rCurn OMhqsoao Choc500000loOdVdoSto.yCcnl5010d P010r,ooy50500i P6mm7 204,102 103,401 003401. 302270 202.270 000,000 260,106 16,306 10.240 10.108 10,108 10,700 14,007
0103003 Hiosr001 Church ol Ooolarsd Primary School Primary 782,050 760.000 700000 703,077 752.077 777,200 777,100 24,441 24,040 20027 2i .517 10,240 iS,140
0103054 Hoohochom Church of Eroraod Vohusrary ComOoOed P,hnusy School P11007 227,007 240,221 240,011 230400 237,460 230.060 230,041 0.044 10,044 ‘1,012 0,012 0,172 7254
0103060 HohyChurcOoOErolaod0000urisryC005000d Pol000yochooi P,lomy 400,406 430,044 430,044 430,105 433,126 431,660 430,037 30,300 30,300 24,020 20,810 25.1i3 24,402
0003007 H000roooeChouoch of Onohod VohtrroryC006001d PIh’oorySchocl Primory 320,472 300.270 310270 344,027 340.035 338,004 335,000 35,000 30,000 23.004 10.500 10.102 4.060
0102000 ioobohyGr000how Church 000001404 Vobniary Coooseed Plhr0WSchoc4 P16107 200,042 202,327 203.317 277,373 274.004 273.002 271,141 32.200 32.100 10.431 13,040 13,720 10,100
0003002 000700 Church of Eoohnd Poisson OchSoi P160470 402,113 617.020 017.005 550.066 510.000 012.320 012,310 25,042 20.042 22.070 23.070 30.212 10.312
0101005 Oivoby P10,608 Choocoo of 0050654 Pohsoary School PIloory 111.344 330.674 235.541 221,120 210,401 200.007 217.400 20,200 24,107 0,700 0.137 7.023 0.112
0003800 0001400 Church 050001404 Accden,y P111107 560.040 007.000 007,070 056,310 055,300 580.005 500,000 31,020 31,020 25,072 20,071 23.010 23,010
0103000 Lo0000 Chorch olEnohndV0001a,vC0000kd P,*soryoohool P80070 342,403 200,000 300.060 304,701 304,007 001.152 350,817 23,017 13,007 21,100 11,003 0,030 18,004
0153078 00006nhColoruh00000146d Pohoo7oSch001 Pirory 107,100 110.104 255.000 204,040 200,370 203,000 201,040 20,040 0,407 7.467 0,250 0,050 4,050
0i52070 ToorlyAcadenrylohddl0100 Tons P,h000rv 540,400 671.000 071,000 600,304 000,304 004,011 004,812 31.200 31,100 25,034 20,034 24,353 24,003
0500000 P00150 Church or Ongiard PIhllory School P161070 220,510 240,730 140,730 240,700 234,003 230,040 170,210 20,010 20.015 11,000 0,073 0,120 7,400
0153800 50008Sl5I4o CholIch 008051404 PrImap School P60070 250.316 317,442 107,441 300.000 337,404 340,273 103,112 27.117 27,117 20.034 07.130 10,040 1 2.757
0103000 SardOloiionChurc000001loodV00011iorvC0050todPohrla70S0500l Prhrrory 340,200 304.221 304,22’ 370,107 371.442 300,700 305.520 30.000 30.000 27,000 23,077 21,031 7,204
0103001 SosnayChuoch 00600614 Vohurlo,yCosoolnd Plhr6rySohocl P161070 370.074 420.351 420,3.51 400.53S 420.073 424.007 305,004 47.077 47,877 31,500 27,200 20,343 20.320
0160101 Snojor100 Church at Sf01404 VoloorraryCoohouod P161070 School P1hr070 III .105 117.005 117.021 210,003 210.061 215,134 215,234 0,007 0.007 5.050 0,010 4.000 4,000
0103100 0000000400005 Church SI 00500rd Voto004wC00001ed P60010 school P16000 407.704 430.620 430,625 420.010 424,610 420.377 425.377 27,700 22,700 21,004 20,004 17,010 17,013
0153010 Soorslorome Church nO 0001404 P0100470 School ‘ P061070 113,441 156.254 266,104 230,032 130,001 234,747 132,507 31.013 31,513 14,001 12,120 11,310 0,000
0153112 5000000050 PorostChorcos000nolaod VoOuoOoroCcor0000d Polmo00500sooi PIlrory 123.000 044,474 344,474 343.000 343,050 2.40.310 240,310 20.610 - 20.510 10,137 10,i37 ‘0.300 18,350
0163117 Thomion Dole ColE SICI Primary School Plhrory 007,000 044.050 044,001 042403 042.403 037.103 037,203 37,202 37,102 34.703 31.702 20.004 10,504
0103110 ‘llrorolno WiOoon C000roh of cr01404 Plwirysoh001 P161070 225.150 203,003 203200 210,630 234.003 233,001 232,130 30.512 20.130 I 1,370 0,402 0.040 7.000
0102120 TorcaSle ColE Aoadociy Phhrory 425.030 400,074 405.874 404,007 450271 460,030 460,003 40.243 00,243 38.437 33,040 31.107 25,032
0103122 WaoOra Church of Er14ord Vohoooory Ccoiloroci Po100v&h000 Plhrarv 240,200 202.310 201,300 107,612 264.000 263,010 ISI.000 21,041 20,042 17.144 14,241 ‘2.100 00.038
0153114 50 NicOrolos Church of EncraiI4 Pdmoryschool, WonOTo’r6c14 P110615 327.325 240.077 145,577 241.477 230.011 235.002 210,700 00.205 00,200 15,100 12,000 11.741 0,454
0153120 001000W Church of 0001514 VohurOoryC000loSld Plh040ySchool P100070 307.103 410,071 415,570 413,041 401,042 410,050 410,000 10,108 10.208 00,730 00,730 13.400 03,400
0553030 Wo4uohon Church 00000604 Vohoolurn Consoled P1*1107 Schoni - Po61ory 380.051 327,221 827,221 325,000 315,000 322204 322,037 20,500 bOOS 00,200 10,200 10.001 00,204
0153133 Solon Ch010h of cr01454 Psoary50000i P080670 100.011 204,783 260,703 270.700 275,300 274.217 275.104 20,051 15.005 10,700 10.445 5.100 01,273
0153135 Po400o400.u Church of Enclond Voluntary Consoled P080470 School Prisary 304,410 400,020 450.820 200.104 300,074 350,140 303,440 44.411 44.411 30,700 20,000 23.732 10.010
0053000 COOn VohuoWpyConvoled P0*00th ScSooO Plhroory 447.700 470,003 470,603 473,070 473.070 470.170 470,070 10,370 10,070 20.100 10,100 12.303 12,383
0153153 00401005 Choooh 00075614 V0h101470 Cool0000d Pdo’ury School P015670 000.200 602,304 002,32.0 250.010 000,020 605,200 500.350 27,303 27,333 20,020 20.520 20.355 20.330
0153104 PoeyChorch 000001404 N0ur0070 trod 1010100 Acod001Ir Prhcory 743,180 762.050 702,050 770.024 778,014 772.004 771,004 3S,072 30.072 30,710 30,730 20.417 20,417
0i53100 HoroordVoinChurrs oflooohrd VSho0i470C0000Iod Pll’oo,ysoooot Sloolon Poirap 510,103 560,221 000,212 053,074 503,074 • 048,744 540,744 10,030 30,630 34.705 34.701 30.400 30,400
0153150 Se000rolco Al Boos Church ci 00050ld Vohurrlo,yCorooled P061070 Schsoi P7160470 300,207 403.71* 403,710 402,200 402,200 100,104 300,040 27.012 27,512 20,000 10,000 22.047 10,042
0153101 Sorethum Church of Eo~iao4 VoloolnCor0004d Poisnoryschooi Potoow 257,025 304.754 314,704 000.003 303,204 002,224 208,211 27,705 27.700 10.014 0,320 05,100 02,107
5103103 00,400510,0. Church ol Saloimd Vohuoto70C0050lod P6007 School P0*06w 253.044 270.730 270,730 100,503 100.400 100,033 283,200 14,052 14,002 15.210 2,042 11,700 0,463
8163100 W001Hoole1100o Chorch010robord VohioboryCcohnlod PulsyooSchool Prhoo,y 316.002 243,404 143.400 330,000 304,020 323.440 320,000 20,428 10,400 13,017 10,704 10.304 04,746
0103207 000001040 MyOIndlsO P616p School P1600W 103,407 204.144 107,612 100,001 000.220 107,007 147,070 70,007 04.010 6,705 4,720 4,481 3.003
0053200 M00500hylchSodholPIimo70Schocl Prhory 101,700 200.000 100.103 100,401 107,200 000.040 000,600 17.050 10,003 0.701 5,000 5.240 4,200
0153210 Rlohnrood M451d10 P061670 School PrIson,y 1.110,201 1,175,080 1.170,050 1,175,650 1.170,055 1,070,550 1.575,056 00,204 00,264 10,204 60,104 00,204 00.204
0153123 6040w Church of 0111404 VcolounlorO COOI50000J P0111017 Ochcoi P0*0117 250.072 201,021 201.021 270,100 270,000 374.740 270,734 21,840 12.340 10.010 10.100 10,105 12,101
0103220 01 CouOr600’s Church of Erolood Pud0000o100h001. P60r01y0r400 Prisoly 400.000 440,502 446,202 444.143 441.210 435,570 432.000 37.203 37.203 30,034 32,027 30,270 14,270
0103210 ShshiOs ChooTuh of 0700000 Pu*n60050h001 P061170 300.373 427.740 427,740 410.637 420.037 472,602 410,010 22.372 32,373 38,004 30.004 27,200 23.040
0003327 IhiOrop Morthlco Church 00001614 P15600 School PrOmo,7 471,350 601.000 101.001 400,003 400,003 450,004 480.004 30.402 30.452 10,014 28,504 24.020 24.620
0153220 010100 Thornton Church 000000004 P111000 School P1604w 100.223 210,235 210.235 117.034 216.531 214,506 112.040 21.011 21,011 12,410 10.000 0,030 7.723
0053231 IrasOco Cho,oholtoSlaldVolourtaryC050000d PlimorySohool P715070 .240.720 1,332,720 1,331.710 1,312,720 1,332,710 1,321.710 0.332,720 87.000 07,000 07.000 07.000 07.000 07,020
0, 63232 65060 00000,4 Church of 000laoO Puns17 School Pr61o70 330.674 350.037 300.037 357,007 057.007 204.720 304,728 10.402 10.402 00,033 8,033 10,501 10.101
0103233 CoupelHoddhosoyChorCh 010ol5dVoh000aryConhclod P005070schooi P1600.7 310450 333,030 333,030 332,207 332,107 320,001 310.001 17.257 17.217 . 10,070 05,070 13,004 03,104
0103234 Clonhan Church oloooloodVnlu006pCorsstod Pl61670Schooi P01611670 210,105 220,056 210,000 128,200 223,600 212,007 121,411 3,574 11,074 10,006 0,355 7,053 0,250
0103235 Coocos oood 11540000 V001n1070 Consoled Church of Eoroiond Po*lrolyS00001 Prkncry 201,553 275,610 170.010 100,020 204.070 103.230 200,017 24,172 14.172 00.070 57.523 10,070 0304
0153230 cobn6lh Church of Ennimd VchurlstyC00001yd P101007 School P5551070 751,021 002,707 001,717 501,730 801.730 000.720 001,730 40,007 40.007 30,105 30,110 10.116 10,050
6063137 PoMoul Church of cooiard Pltr4rySdI001 P116107 324.207 345,070 340.078 344.634 344,034 341.024 341.020 21,056 11,000 10,107 20.217 17.611 17,011
0053338 Pouorshss 06,0’. Lo0550oo Chorch of EnOleol Endowed Pohoory School P110000 207.054 227.083 220.003 211.001 210,444 204,072 218.001 10,020 10,020 5.137 7.000 7,157 5.750
0553240 000dshosoooh Church of crolund Po*oorySchonl P00000 106,077 410,063 410:003 417,420 417.420 414.054 414.004 24,020 24,020 22,301 22,350 10.078 10.070
0103241 05510000501 Church ci Onolsod VoloonrnpC000010d P6nrorySohocl Po100p 200,400 317,002 317,002 306,040 310,045 313,340 311,330 10,000 20.500 10,103 10,353 0.040 54,010
0051242 Groom Hororo0000 Chorch of 00000604 PIloorySch001 P0000,0 304,033 405,727 400,717 404,114 404,114 400.003 400,003 I 1,004 1 1.004 0,401 0.400 0,210 0,130
0553243 Goooeiso,ro Church ci Snsd P’hryry School P0651070 100,010 115.000 310,005 310.380 300.334 310,040 310,030 10,050 10.000 17,000 17,000 10,200 ‘0.000
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8153244 Hnnblelon CO oh SfsrclosadVduolarrsConhoood PdlrrorsSchoot Echo y 085 470 050 720 005 730 083010 083010 077 023 077 033 34 284 34 204 35 844 87 544 26058 30 058
8103240 HaepsS*uwOe Churches EooLssd Plop’s School Pass,1, 455.203 525,874 528,074 023.045 522.005 510.713 580,753 25.071 20,071 28.782 20.702 22.010 22,510
8103247 St Palm’. Churches Esolarid P5508,7 School P510055 1.000.808 ‘.000.720 1.508.720 1.068.720 5,000.720 1.000.725 1.068.720 08,022 08,022 00,522 08.022 08.022 88.022
0153248 10800081 Chords 05 EaISb0d Pr5000s School Ps*rary 003.253 535.027 031.037 010,472 820.472 024.000 814.000 38.724 30,724 28,150 20,280 31.287 31.207
0503240 Rhlshy Motoaard Chords or Enoland Prhrsoy School P7*08,7 455.753 437.453 437.403 435221 438.721 432,238 420.010 31.701 35,701 20,508 20.888 20.477 24.188
0502251 KIlo Fenton Church of crabod PohousyOchocl P5*08,7 753.550 704,400 754,405 754,405 704.401 704.401 704.401 45,535 40,535 40,035 42.035 45.035 40.035
0553252 Khlo Hassnsrosllor Church ,050cIs,d PTOrla,7 School Ps*oosv 302.320 217,407 317,407 350.100 312.414 311.001 307.200 25.141 20,141 23,072 20,088 10.075 14.074
8152203 100,0 Siren700r Church 060001804Vahlara,7C0n50554 Plroosyec0001 P700877 408.183 503.203 503203 001,203 501.283 407,412 800.020 38240 35,045 33.520 33.120 10.240 27,000
0582255 Loss hOasttos Church of 05141804 Voluolaro Consoled PdeIoySc500l P1*08,7 107.040 203.533 203,833 107,205 558.082 105.181 103,734 15.503 05,543 5.441 7.043 7.355 5.054
0553250 Marlu*,oton Church of Esolasol P1*0,775 NusoersSchocl P7508,7 220.083 103.100 283.108 253,014 235.240 240.320 246,020 20.003 20,003 10,321 13.505 12.043 10,137
0553257 hOoch Pr3o700 Church 05 0007804 P5*5055 School Prhonsy 742.400 707.055 707,555 757.555 787.508 707.500 707.555 45.070 45,570 45,070 45,070 45.570 45.570
0553258 brOs SluhilasChsIdr or 0050,4 Pstnury School Pshooiy 355.500 330,706 330,750 337.003 333,250 331.077 327.575 ‘ 28,700 28.750 28,842 22,257 30.757 10.011
0553270 NorOl 105785 Churchofooulund P48885085051 P7050,7 425.150 475.030 470,030 406,013 483,200 400.001 454.535 41.445 45.445 38,033 34.071 31,051 25,340
0153205 Rtoloytoduwod Church ci ruolaod School P7500,7 327.023 380.384 385.384 353.050 381.075 340.504 305.510 37.735 27.731 25,108 24.052 22.340 57.073
0553253 55505 cnIhddS8IChurra, oiEnobnd PsOrIouySchoOI P00,00,7 837.500 070.425 078,425 075.184 075,184 805.580 008,500 40.020 45,020 27,000 37,508 30.000 30,500
0153353 HO77TI*,151l Co00 JunIor School P5050,7 503.001 7.517.120 1.017.120 1.573,150 5.053.700 1.504.801 1.004,001 52.018 53.550 ‘ 40.400 40.400 40.300 40.350
0153384 Roa000e ChorchofEoulued FshrasySc000l Pshoasv 385.325 308.754 358.704 387270 - 357,275 384,728 384,325 50.450 00,408 17,554 17.554 4,000 4.800
0103200 Pounl8000hutch o070nlend P,5187 School P1*00,7 370.454 410.503 400,502 411.710 408,354 404.338 300.457 45.535 45.035 32,250 20.750 24.072 15.543
0553288 Oahyohhoy Church of 0051874 Vohl015,7 00580504 Pdrsoosyschocl P5*1,057 ‘.451.570 1.450.540 1.475,371 4.407,853 7,475,270 5,487.558 1.475,208 17,073 24.705 0,577 24,204 0,082 24,231
0583370 541Sf Church of 0051usd VohinSosy Consoled Prksosy SchocI Prhoo’s 084,001 730.278 730.275 727.433 737.423 . 725.073 721,072 35.774 35.774 32.022 32.021 27.170 27.170
0153271 OSrurow Church of Eoobsd PihSIrVSc000I PsSno85 445.324 400,370 408.378 408,505 450,005 482.755 452,700 18.045 20,005 20.185 20.180 22.435 22430
0183272 Shohos Noroty Hoe Chsurcsr or England Pi*rarv School Ponsasy 107,420 257,000 257,000 200.513 200.038 200,541 204,334 20.538 20.034 15.007 0,255 0,615 8,800
0553273 ChsOS Church Church of Esqlard Vohoslory CooI5000d P04,055 School P7*58,7 045.277 074,410 874,430 075.755 675.751 000,350 050.3S0 ‘ 33.555 33.553 30.474 30.474 ‘ 28.072 25.072
5553274 SOpSos Padds Church Church ol000*sdVoOulrtosyCor00051d Pr*rroyoSc000l PrIssary 040.008 1.000.000 5.000,000 008,857 050,857 088.077 058,577 53.853 52.053 40.001 40.005 40,570 40,870
0153275 Sporudir Church ol Esulood Coosolad PlhlaIySchool P550085 440,087 403.070 403,876 402,020 402,035 458.330 458,330 23,388 23.305 25.472 21.472 7.705 17,705
0753270 Sotlcr I, Cr8040 Chs,rcholooslosd Voh,slo’OColSuSad P480,7880001 P.575085 483,200 510.315 570.350 808.280 , 500258 504.754 504.104 27.101 37.101 20,075 25.570 20.070 20,070
0553277 Thra,hllold Scssscl P5550,7 250,570 332,107 332.507 325.073 310,001 355.083 311,884 35.127 38.737 24.502 20.521 10.073 14.024
0153278 Tockwith Church 05 Er~7ard P,hrory Acodorny PsIosry 720,048 702,045 702.841 750.770 750.778 753.000 753,000 42.102 43.102 30.120 30.720 32.055 32.055
0753202 WIutow P8085,lalCIrSrch ofOnstomdVolouuSs,yC001050d P55758,7505101 P7111085 007.125 543,074 543,074 545.024 540,524 530,080 530,080 33.004 30.084 33,055 33,015 20.475 28,470
8753254 Holyl’shrLIyCorE hsfarrtSchcol P1*50,7 087,540 003,045 053.045 805,185 055,105 005,010 08S.030 30.758 30.750 34.035 34.035 28,405 50,405
0753205 GasooceChuroh 00005l8odVolu078ryC0510008d P5*00,7580007 P587,085 400202 032.740 532.740 535.052 520,002 520,045 528,545 20.451 30.455 34.304 , 34.304 20,247 30,247
0153507 KIhlsolchChorc05100srasdVol007aoCouSoSad Pr*118,75c55007 P11,1077 013.100 540,558 845.550 838.308 530,350 534,050 534,000 27.382 27.382 35.231 25.235 ‘ 20,002 20,002
0053200 Frced 07057805 AtllOcaftnancrodIsc P55,18,7 School P5508,7 544,807 573.720 573.738 571.410 571,438 500.705 080.781 25.720 20.728 27,424 27.424 22,770 22,775
8053200 A,hosn Vuh057aryCoslsOlhd PrIsosy School Ps*rra,7 224837 238,000 238.000 235.051 333,085 234,042 234,042 52,063 12.003 11.115 11.175 0,205 0,205
0103201 Sooth OOrchsulorl Chord, 000801874 Pl*no,7 School P515,18,7 ‘ 458,337 000,075 500.011 503.738 408.045 402,350 408,377 48,474 40.474 45,470 37.772 24,072 25,047
5553300 BS110S’8044820 07 Masyo 0080 P50758,7 School Pr*rlO,7 448,053 472,100 472,780 470.282 470252 408,457 400,457 27.577 27,177 25.270 25.370 25.454 21,458
8053304 SoPat,s’uBruffotlosr Cho,ch0005gl8cd Voh,nlo85hdod PshrarySchocl P55,10,7 278.770 308,070 100.070 204.323 205.103 200.522 257.200 23,100 33.520 10.544 55.454 74,343 15,500
8103300 Cos00500d FecehyChurch us0uo*ndVoijrOosyAldod P1*58,7500000 P,*riory 247,350 284,030 283.037 202250 250.550 200,735 308,405 37.820 30.537 74,754 12.255 01,435 0.160
8503387 M’chool Syddol Church 0000518041*7808 P041885 School Prinu,7 705.743 755,430 705.420 750.377 758,377 752.207 752.207 55,003 55.003 52.034 52.034 40,484 45.404
8753300 Enloqs Chord, 0SOlI7lOaldVOOull4,701dOd Pn*oonschool Ps*rssry 204875 208,535 208.531 207.320 207.320 204,005 284.880 74.515 54.578 13.313 52,313 10,480 70,580
0103310 Khhbyfrld Ore870r0050Ioo Church oS 0501804 Voluntary A8s4 Prhsoosy School P5505,7 407.108 523,503 033,053 527.088 025.880 017,045 577.045 20,820 20.028 24,720 24.720 20,477 20,477
8153310 14850,0 ChurcheS 005*04 VA P5*7085 School P55,50,7 403,857 452,537 452.537 450,105 450.100 400272 450.252 20,400 20.400 27.505 27.805 23,074 23,074
5553320 M44*heo Church of Eouland Awed School PlhSrO,7 ‘ 275.733 222,808 222,050 225,175 221.170 208.375 270.370 15,340 10.345 0.452 0.452 7,035 7.055
5553320 Sl0,larSrs’sC*orch0005ul8rdVohIulo85AMrd PrhsrarySchcol, Scsrho,00Sh Porary 083,405 5,034,020 5.034.025 1,020.008 1.020,800 1.021.456 1,021,418 40,557 40.555 20,307 30,307 20.010 25.010
8553335 trcnl,roloo Chusch 050581854 VoOjolory Aided Ps*u,nrs School P5*5877 227.030 245.101 240.105 235.002 237,880 235.071 235.520 25,527 25.535 12.032 0.004 0,347 7.480
0553337 Ous,asooir Chorcor oi000loa,dV010l7877AJd8d P8rsoorySchool Pr*nory 204.731 372.547 352,547 351.201 310.201 200.700 205,700 17,050 57.850 50,500 10,000 14020 14.520
0153318 Auusdck Church ofEuoI8lld VA Pshn,,7 School P5*0878 273,074 200.000 200,580 205.275 200.270 207,231 284.420 23.485 22,400 50,304 15.204 14.508 57.302
0503351 rho Bosla sold P877 000rarySchool P150857 347.084 371,415 375,470 370.520 375.020 207.225 358.540 23.020 23,520 22,128 22.518 10.335 57.002
0503352 0050,80 V018058,7AJdOd Ps*rnury School P5*0857 207.000 235.452 230,570 210,035 255.207 214.085 253.453 27.752 22,551 0.270 7.707 7.220 0.704
0153304 Celeloni Endosood ColE Pr*nnryScorocl P5*08,7 050.055 003.000 003,800 005.070 001.570 045.450 088.450 34.050 38,050 32,520 . 32,520 20,400 20.400
6153355 Cewood Chord, 05000*54 Vohs078syAldod Ps*o8,758h001 P51570,7 523.355 005,551 505.101 540,b70 040.078 544.515 544.558 27.755 27.705 25.502 25.582 21.150 21.155
0583307 Docre OsoWoo000 ChurcheS 0071usd Pr*so,7 School P700,78 320.255 374.754 374.750 100,570 355.004 300.286 206,510 85.400 30.800 27,383 22.070 25.575 50.005
0153380 7050970 01801051480 cooed VohloloryAldsd PshrarsSchncl P5500,7 273,302 350.515 305,511 205,852 280.405 287.442 284.040 33.205 33,200 78,205 55.785 10.141 I 5.310
0153385 8858*170 Church 075707848 School P5h00,7 373.700 308.400 300,408 305.003 300,053 303.005 303.081 24.715 24.715 23.552 23.512 10.085 0.081
0553202 7.005 Preston 0045804 VohjoSs85AidOd P75,58,7 School P550085 338.055 388,057 248.851 303.500 350,025 357,441 ‘ 353,354 32.533 32.033 20,070 22.410 20,022 50.055
0753303 M4IsOSiCSum’GrallOl Chorc005f010LlOd Voh,ourrAl004 PSSrsOrySchSol P557,0,7 420.0175 404.252 400.253 404,442 452.037 450.074 453.375 . 30.248 30.240 20,430 34.031 35.558 25,377
5103300 Richard Toolor Chulch 0050818,0 Prhrory School P5*1,585 008,570 7.040,320 1,040,325 7.040.325 1,040.320 1.040.320 7.045,320 80.204 00.204 00.204 00204 50.254 00,204
0753280 Ss1*s101 Aoh C05007 Pdroa,7SchoSl P041885 550.240 545,020 045.020 543.724 542.724 538,255 030205 27.075 27.071 20.475 25.475 25.045 25.045
8753375 SI Solar9s Ps*rsorySobuoS 008re,50r0050. A Voksola850581008 Ac84007 Ps*rrsro 757,577 755.073 705.573 752,045 702,545 740.427 745.422 37.500 37.080 30003 34003 20840 25845
8153372 51,700745 Co0ssos P0*88,7 School P11,1805 530.175 007,002 547.002 504.784 584.704 500.705 580.101 28,007 25.057 28.000 20.600 27,078 22,070
5553373 5500070 C881010 Pun,o,yschcol P55,10,7 000,545 751.050 711.050 700.050 725.000 703.323 723.323 31.405 31,425 28.045 20.545 22.778 27.775
8553270 SSJ08090’S Cosh000Ps*Ojr050hod . Ps*rsasy 335,404 355.084 355.008 254.220 304,220 357,330 851.520 20.108 20.500 If.720 58,725 75838 70,528
0553377 SI Rnheo’s ConsoSc Prsooryschool. 008708010 - P04,0,7 5,033,125 1.053,437 5 .c03.457 1,055.051 I.050.coo 1.000,102 1.085.752 00,338 08,318 55.040 55,040 47,072 47,072
0753370 S,Joneph’.C850000PShr8,7S000d.H85505070,AVO*j058ryA0840005 P0*758,7 748,420 755.200 785,300 702.543 702.143 775,775 775.770 35.570 30.075 25.722 35.722 20,354 20.354
0158005 Sloorodlcl’sRonrnso COlhcs0cPr*l,8,7SchSol.A0510f5505 P5*08,7 330.507 358.087 350,087 337.245 354,055 382,055 845,023 28.500 28.500 77.008 24,083 22,885 70,338
0502402 SIHodds’o Rosouo COnsoScPlhOarvSchool P550855 l00,S54 200.003 200,002 500.070 100.120 107,583 505.007 20.006 20050 50.324 0.570 5.020 0,428
0752000 57048515 Coth000 P7508,7800,000 04850,0 P100817 887.500 753.702 703,702 705.005 780.000 005.252 008.252 20,557 30.827 32,855 33,858 20.140 20.540
0553850 Sr ,Jnsaph’s 105508570850000 P5*08,7 School. Plchnhsrg P5508,7 373.833 400.873 400.073 407.233 403.383 455.200 305.820 35,020 38.020 33.370 20,030 27.400 27.074
0183854 27 Mas~u 007000 COOI005 P04,8,7 School, Richoroed P7508,7 058.700 737.530 737.020 734.072 734.072 720,002 720.052 05.520 01.520 48.104 45.804 42.504 02.004
0503055 57 Pole’s 00785 C8th000 P7h550,7S00007 031,0855 034.330 078.250 070201 874.720 874.720 807.810 807.070 43,012 43.072 40,387 40,387 38,277 31.277
0553010 AISoh,7u Rouses C0551cPI*,r8,75000ci P1*00,7 358,305 300,874 354.074 285,157 384,104 205.077 377.010 30.284 30.254 20,728 27,712 25,087 20.027
0502020 00 H5018’s Rollins 000058 Pdsrsory School P7*1,857 200.474 210.045 255.085 210,705 270.787 217,003 250.502 75.501 51.105 50.300 70.100 8.080 0,010
8153031 Si G,oroo’s Rosrarr 0075000 P5*7,8,5 Sdroul P01,518,7 002.300 522.250 022255 020,157 528.057 505.020 5n5,820 25.040 27,546 0.840 10,040 75.050 15.010
8503502 Socrod H0SIOSC PshrIoo’oSchooS P5*11877 338,008 357.500 357,508 350,570 380.075 353.100 353.780 25.441 35,445 70.007 20.007 17.720 57.720
5703503 Koee,00ruush SlJnhn’sColS PI*r50,7SsurSol P7*05,7 5.255.070 5,300.045 1.300.045 7.300.045 1,300.045 7,200,842 1.300,545 00,235 08,238 85.235 05,235 05.235 05.235
0508100 Non OScololon PI*rinoyy0000al*no, School P5*00,7 707.733 100.040 700228 750,145 500.204 100.154 500.204 5.533 1,520 457 1,534 427 1.051
8154250 The 0015485 Aosd,ury 2000048,7 1,534,208 5.707.024 1.707.024 7.701.347 5,700.347 1.008,524 5.058.724 73.710 73,770 07.142 07.542 53.050 83,050
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0554000 BOOR ModolIny FOOy Sec0540ry 2.004,005 2,000,005 2.000.500 2,005,570 2.000,220 2.075.020 2.000.243 25,200 25,200 17.007 24.710 15,517 34,725
0554002 Sco,h000ooh UoIoe,sOyTochrbal COIeOO Secondary 1.047.401 .050,870 1.004,000 1.052,025 1,004,177 1.052,030 1,004.104 12.300 0,077 4,534 10,000 4.030 10,703
0554003 Booscon Academy - 0000ydoly 2,123,720 2,313.700 2,213.780 2,204,020 2,304,025 2.1077000 2,107,000 00,058 00,050 81.101 00.000 03.340 03.344
0104004 RinedoM Spoolsond ConnnyootyC00000 S000100ry 3.247.002 3,200.070 3.344.005 3,203.340 2,304,004 7,202,205 3.704,021 42,077 50.044 17,300 00,052 10.300 10.000
0104000 Cotarood 0,0001004 EasinshinId Secoydan) 2.071,005 2,000.700 2.000.705 2.000.755 2.000.705 2,000,705 2.000.705 110.005 110,020 10,500 150,500 10,502 110.000
0154022 R00dde School 0000ydo,y 3.008,000 3,040.100 0,040,150 3,040,000 3.040.000 2,040,100 3,040,100 142,000 042,000 142,000 042,000 142,002 142,000
0154030 ThSnk 5050015545 Forno 005000 Soooydory 3.000,445 4,047,504 4,047,044 4,030,733 4,035.733 4.050,040 4,010.040 107.210 107,710 171.200 171.208 150,400 100,410
0104020 Caednsoo taboo WhOlly Secoydary 7.120,307 2,205,4*3 3,200.403 3,257.342 2,257.342 3,272,000 7.237.000 043,000 143.000 130.045 ‘30,045 120.513 100,513
0554045 5011404 School . Secoydery 2,042.100 2,002.040 2.000.040 2,070.207 1,070.207 2.045,700 2.040.700 035.750 130,751 520.072 520.572 100.001 100,001
0554047 SlohelIeySohaol Oocondory 4.025,452 0,025.452 5.020.452 5,075.451 0,025.452 0,025,452 0.025.452 705.005 204.000 200.000 100.000 100.000 200.000
0054022 Bodole Hsih School Secondary 2.407,075 2,021,100 2.031.120 2.020.017 2,020.017 1,000.447 2.000.442 111.422 133,422 523.235 023.230 102,704 102,704
0554054 LadrLumbh’sochool Secondary 3.700,005 3,800,000 3.505.000 3.000.001 3,000,505 2,005,001 3,005.001 050.000 100.000 550,000 50,005 150,000 550,000
0154000 Gecoqe Radon School Secondary 3,550,502 3.75 5,757 3.711.717 3.000.553 3,050,553 3,000,004 3.000.004 101.020 551.005 170,001 170,551 047.103 147,103
0154075 Graham School Secondary 2,355,320 5,042.701 5,042,701 5.010.523 0,022.523 0,075,007 0.070.007 107.433 207,433 205.000 205.105 222.470 220,475
8504273 Scathy School Secondary 4.701.170 5,023.720 5.222,720 0.002.400 5,003.400 4,002,820 4.002.020 202.507 202,557 242.320 242320 205007 201057
0104074 N000naloyon School & 5510, Feoo 000450 Secondary 4.040.717 4.720.517 4.720.157 4,720,117 4.720,107 4,720.117 4.720.157 175,400 170,420 175,450 075.400 575.400 170,400
0554075 The Wossirhol010 School & 550, Inoon Secondary 5,052,504 1,527,535 1.027.031 1.020.224 5,025.224 5,000,534 0.000.034 75.325 75,320 54,020 00,522 07320 53.330
5554270 RhOhonhsd Soh004 Secondary 5,255,101 5.470.401 5.470.450 5,470,451 5,470,401 5.470,401 5.470.450 257.200 217200 257.200 217.200 217,200 217,304
0554577 Mason Solsool Secondary 1.210.125 3.420.205 3.410.200 3.420.150 3,420.200 5,425,200 3,420,200 013.003 003,003 I 53.003 113,003 113.003 553,002
8154152 NaaTao 000000 . Secondary 7,423,120 3,010.001 3,011,001 3.807.000 3,107,005 3.007,043 3.007.043 008.473 500,473 573.540 177.541 144.750 544,750
0554200 Hn,eeoaoorao,nar50500l Secondary 0.704.720 5,002.320 0.002.370 0.002.370 0.002.334 0,002.370 0.002.530 277.500 277,040 277.000 277.000 277.000 277,000
0154102 Khi5Joores’s 0501001 Secondary 0,334,100 0,500.200 0.500.200 0.500.200 0,500.200 0,000,200 0.020.250 200,000 250,000 200585 250580 250.005 250,054
0554203 Oohnlnod Aradoray 05,00 Secondary 2,422,004 3,407.023 3,452,712 3.420.500 5,402.720 1,430.573 3,452.737 40.010 00,050 50,470 00.027 10,475 00.044
8554200 Setoe 500450 y0000dary 2.000.000 2,050.540 2.050.040 .2.040.137 2,040.157 2,050,000 1.020.020 75.440 70,400 @0,052 00,002 02.053 52.053
0154200 Upper WhaiOrdale 8010000 . Secondary 5.005,052 1.710.050 T,722,700 0.703.223 1.722.705 5.702,220 5.753.702 10.520 20.020 7,202 20,533 7.200 20.050
8554200 Sooth Clayeo School Secondary 0,711,772 7,505.072 7.500.072 7.010.572 7,050.072 7.000,572 7.500.072 270.000 270,000 370,005 750,000 270,000 270,020
0404241 l’achasler Onaononar School Ooccndory 0.203,010 0,523.710 0.523.720 0.523.718 0,523.720 0,523.720 0.023.728 255,040 210,050 285,500 200.000 250,500 250,020
assaIls Ripon Goonnor School Secondary 3,157.104 3,203,804 3.282.004 3.203.004 3,203,004 7.203,004 3.203,004 020.000 020,020 520.000 120,800 520,000 120,000
8554750 Sheabbm 0400 School Secondary 3,471.100 3,010,700 3,011,700 3.011,700 0,855.700 5.010,700 3.005,700 045.500 540,000 ldO.000 545.540 545,000 40,000
8554257 Rosnetl School Secondary 8,000,800 0,020.200 0.530.220 0.554.220 0.030,200 0,530,285 0.535.220 244.doe 244,400 240,400 244.400 244,400 244,420
0054200 Harnaqole H5,ln School Secondary 2.800,307 3,000.007 2.000.507 3.070.130 3,070,120 3,051.240 3.081.245 122.110 137,100 555.733 100.733 04.007 84.047
0154220 Bpyaoohbiydoo Hioly School Secondary 2.200,044 2.200.407 2.300.407 1.377.504 2.277.004 2,555,424 2,350.424 015.452 050,457 520,400 100.450 05.200 01.300
8554223 NOldardole H4h School Secondary 2,030,430 2,055.000 2.504.040 2,040.207 2,004,057 2,042,205 2.004.074 24.220 32.017 8,000 32,010 0.070 32.043
8184108 SrSy H5h School Spoob8so School or ho 0,05 050 Scleaoe Secondary 5,705,570 0.11 5.702 0.5’ 5.752 0.087.405 0,057.450 0,030,010 0.530.050 310.773 210,773 200,470 100.470 242.832 242,032
0184232 Oanty Hlyh School Sorondary 1,005.101 2,821.573 2.021.073 2,010.201 2,852.155 2.707.000 2,787.008 020.303 010,303 525.200 125.100 102,417 502,457
8154510 SIo51100 Ohs’ Hioh School Seoondary 3,204.000 3,313.005 3.333,005 2.333.085 3,332,000 3,333,000 3.337.005 120.000 120,000 520.000 120.000 120,000 120,020
0584004 SI Ausoolee’s Roenay Cathoic School. Scoboroo~ln Sorond800 3.000,203 3.170.404 2.570.404 3.000.002 3.100.002 3,542,040 3.540.040 013.221 113,221 550.450 100.410 74,077 74.077
8154005 Si Pnaads boom School Secondary 2,500.702 2.004.182 2.004,502 2,004.502 2.004.502 2,004.002 2.004.102 053.400 503,420 553.000 503.400 553.405 102,400
0104000 Enoslod’s Gnaon,nar School Secondary 2.80’ .424 2.014,224 2.020.224 2.020.224 2,020.124 1,070,220 2.020.224 0 54.000 514,000 554.005 114.000 554,005 514800
0004005 Sl,Saho Fhher 050,000 FOqh School Secondary 0,100,002 8.077,502 8.077.052 5.077.082 5.577.052 5,577,002 0.577.002 222.200 222.200 222.200 222.200 222.200 222,200
0154010 Holy randy Ca0000 Hosh School. Can000 Secondary 2,200,003 2,450,040 1,410,540 2.457.233 2,407,233 7,207.700 2,207,700 120,040 120,045 101.230 110,255 05.050 00.000
0154511 SlAOlay’sChonchoOEoqlard H40000aol Secondary 0,400,050 0,704.050 0.754,050 0,704,050 0,704,010 0,704,550 0,754,000 205,000 200,500 200,000 208,000 208.000 204,050
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1.0 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 This report sets out some information regarding school funding issues. 2020-21 will be 

the third year of the implementation of the national funding formula for schools, high 
needs and central school services. The report provides analysis of the implications on 
schools in North Yorkshire.  
 

1.2 The Schools Forum is asked to consider the report noting the proposal on funding for 
next year including consultation with schools. Relevant phases of LA-maintained 
schools are also asked to vote on recommendations around de-delegation. 
 
  

2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 In Autumn 2017 the Department for Education (DfE) announced national changes to 

the school funding formula which will eventually see all school budgets set using a new 
national funding formula. However, for 2018-19 and 2019-20 financial years a ‘soft’ 
approach has been undertaken where the funding which local authorities receive is 
based on the new formula but with transitional arrangements. The Schools Forum has 
adopted an approach of calculating school budgets using these principles for the 2018-
19 and 2019-20 financial years.  

 
2.2 DfE had not yet stated when the national funding formula will be fully implemented and 

the transitional arrangements will cease. The transitional funding arrangements to date 
have guaranteed a minimum level of funding for schools but they have also capped 
the level of funding gain which a school can experience. 

 
2.3 The local authority has continued to lobby DfE and MPs on the issue of the overall 

quantum of funding and sparsity. Written and oral evidence has been provided to the 
Education Select Committee in calls for evidence from two inquiries: school and college 
funding, and high needs. The local authority has written to local MPs, ministers in 
MHCLG, DfE and HM Treasury and we will continue to advocate for a better funding 
deal for children and young people in all North Yorkshire education settings (including 
maintained schools and academies). 

 
2.4 In July 2017, the Secretary of State announced that the Government would provide an 

additional £1.3bn nationally for school funding in 2018-19 and 2019-20. The formula in 
2019-20 provides minimum per pupil level of funding of at least £4,800 per pupil for 
every secondary school and £3,500 per pupil for every primary school.  
 

2.5 In 2019-20, North Yorkshire successfully applied for a disapplication request to the 
Secretary of State for Education to transfer 1% of the Schools Block to the High Needs 
Block in recognition of the significant financial pressure (in the context of a 61% rise in 
the number of children and young people assessed as requiring Education, Health and 
Care Plans (EHCPs)). This equated to approximately £3.3m. 
 

2.6 North Yorkshire also moved towards the national funding formula, where possible, in 
anticipation of the implementation of a ‘hard’ national funding formula. However, a 
principle was also agreed with Schools Forum to ensure that each school received at 
least the minimum per pupil level (MPPL) of funding. In order to achieve this funding 
commitment, a minimum funding guarantee (MFG) of -1.5% was agreed. In effect, this 
enabled every school below the MPPL to achieve the minimum stated per pupil level 
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of funding although some schools above that threshold may have seen a small 
reduction (but limited to a maximum loss of 1.5% in per pupil funding). 
 

 
3.0 EDUCATION FUNDING POLICY: SCHOOLS BLOCK 
 
3.1 Following the formation of a new Government, a new education funding policy was 

triggered by the announcement from Boris Johnson MP in his first speech as Prime 
Minister on 24 July 2019: 

 
“My job is to make sure your kids get a superb education wherever they are in 
the country and that’s why we have already announced that we are going to 
level up per pupil funding in primary and secondary schools and that is the 
work that begins immediately behind that black door and though I am today 
building a great team of men and women I will take personal responsibility for 
the change I want to see. Never mind the backstop – the buck stops here.” 

 
3.2 In September 2019, Gavin Williamson MP, Secretary of State for Education, made an 

education funding announcement to the House of Commons that in excess of £14m 
additional funding over three years would be made available, “…ensuring that funding 
for all schools can rise at least in line with inflation next year.” The announcement of 
£14m is unusual as funding announcements are usually made with regard to their 
incremental impact on the overall funding quantum. The table below describes how 
the £14m has been arrived at: 

 
  

Year Additional 
Annual Amount 

Cumulative 
Annual 
Amount 

Cumulative 
Cash Amount 

    

2020-21 £2.6bn £2.6bn £2.6bn 

2021-22 £2.2bn £4.8bn £7.4bn 

2022-23 £2.3bn £7.1bn £14.5bn 

 
 
3.3 For clarity, therefore, the Government is seeking to raise the overall education funding 

quantum by £7.1bn by 2022-23. The additional investment includes £700m to support 
children with SEND. An additional £400m was also announced for 16-19 education. 

 
3.4 The Government also confirmed that £1.5bn per annum would be available to continue 

additional pension costs for teachers as a result of the recent revaluation and 
determination of employer contributions. 

 
3.5 The impact for individual schools will see the minimum level of per pupil funding for 

secondary schools rise to £5,000 per pupil from 2020-21 (currently £4,800 per pupil in 
2019-20). For primary schools, the minimum level of per pupil funding will rise to 
£3,750 from 2020-21 (currently £3,500 per pupil) and subsequently to £4,000 per pupil 
from 2021-22. 

 
3.6 Initial analysis indicates that 42 primary schools and 19 secondary schools will 

potentially benefit from the proposed increase in the minimum per pupil level of funding 
in 2020-21. Other schools will benefit from the minimum 1.84% increase in funding in 
line with inflation. A further 58 primary schools are currently below the £4,000 threshold 
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that applies in 2021-22. Appendix A provides further details by constituency area and 
the indicative funding gain that might be expected by increasing school funding for 
those schools below the thresholds (the actual overall gain will include this figure plus 
inflation plus changes arising from pupil numbers and other data changes). 

 
3.7 The Government also indicated their intention to move to a national funding formula 

“as soon as possible”. 
 
3.8 In the education funding statement to the House of Commons on 3 September 2019, 

Gavin Williamson stated: 
 

“We are allocating funding so that every school’s per pupil funding can rise at 
least in line with inflation and to accelerate gains for areas of the country which 
have been historically underfunded, with most areas seeing significant gains 
above inflation. We will ensure that all schools are allocated their gains under 
the formula in full next year by removing the cap on gains that underfunded 
schools have seen over the past two years. This underpins our historic reforms 
to the overall schools funding system, so that a child with the same needs 
benefits from the same funding, wherever they live in the country.” 

 
3.9 The statement also refers to the removal of the cap on gains and ensuring that each 

school will have a minimum increase in funding. The proposals will ensure that no 
mainstream school will receive less than inflation (assessed by DfE as being 1.84%). 

 
3.10 Overall, the additional funding announcement is enormously welcome and reflects the 

level and intensity of lobbying of individual authorities, including North Yorkshire, as 
well as campaign groups like f40 who have made a detailed and evidence-based 
argument for an improved funding settlement for the education sector. Three-year 
announcements are also welcome and will, to a certain extent, support financial 
planning for the medium-term. 

 
3.11 Within the £2.6bn funding announcement for 2020-21, £700m is earmarked for High 

Needs. It is estimated that £300m is required for national pupil number growth and 
c.£1bn will be required to fund the inflation commitment of 1.84%.  

 
3.12 On 9 September 2019, Nick Gibb MP (Minister of State for School Standards) in a 

statement to the House of Commons confirmed that provisional NFF allocations, at 
local authority and school level would be published in October 2019. This will include 
local authorities’ final primary and secondary units of funding (PUF and SUF) for the 
Schools Block.  

 
3.13 The announcement also confirmed in relation to funding allocations at local authority 

level: 

 The funding floor will be set at 1.84% per pupil, in line with the forecast GDP 
deflator, to protect per pupil allocations for all schools in real terms. The 
minimum increase in 2020-21 allocations will be based on the individual 
school’s NFF allocation in 2019-20; 

 Schools that are attracting their core NFF allocations will benefit from an 
increase of 4% to the fomula’s core factors; 

 There will be no gains cap in the NFF, unlike the previous two years, so that all 
schools attract their full core allocations under the formula; 

 There will be a technical change to the mobility factor so that it allocates this 
funding using a formulaic approach, rather than on the basis of historic spend; 
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 Growth funding will be based on the same methodology as 2019-20, with the 
same transitional protection ensuring that no authority whose growth funding is 
unwinding will lose more than 0.5% of its 2019-20 schools block allocation; 

 Teachers’ pay grant and teachers’ pension employer contributions grant will 
both continue to be paid separately from the NFF in 2020-21. 

 
 
3.14 Local authorities, in consultation with Schools Forum, will continue to have some 

discretion over their schools funding formulae for 2020-21 and will ultimately determine 
allocations in their area. However, the government have confirmed that, as a step 
towards the implementation of a ‘hard’ formula, the use of the national minimum per 
pupil funding level, at the values in the school NFF, will be mandatory. 

 
3.15 A Minimum Funding Guarantee (MFG) will continue to be a feature of the formula for 

2020-21 but must be set between +0.5%and +1.84%. The MFG is normally applied to 
pupils in reception through to Year 11. Early years pupils, and post-16 pupils are 
excluded from the calculation. High needs funding is also excluded from the MFG 
calculation for maintained schools and academies. This funding protection will sit 
alongside Minimum Per Pupil Levels (MPPL). The local authority will consult all schools 
and academies in North Yorkshire on the principles of the local formula in due course, 
following publication of NFF allocations and technical guidance. 

 
3.16 It has also been confirmed that local authorities can transfer up to 0.5% of their Schools 

Block to other blocks of the DSG, with schools forum approval. To transfer more than 
this, or any amount with schools forum approval, they will have to make a request to 
the Department for Education, even if the same amount was agreed in the past two 
years. High Needs is dealt with in more detail in section 4, but without any firm detail 
of the actual High Needs cash allocation for 2020-21, it is not possible at this stage to 
determine whether a block transfer will be requested. 

 
3.17 A report by the Education Policy Institute in August 2019 reveals, however, that 

although the policy will bring a number of schools up to a new minimum threshold, 
there will likely continue to be a number of local authority areas, typically in London 
and the South East, which continue to receive significantly higher per pupil levels of 
funding. The following graph illustrates the current distribution of per pupil funding at 
local authority level: 
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3.18 The Education Policy Institute also highlights that “…the schools that would benefit the 

most from this policy would be those that do not have the characteristics associated 
with additional funding under the NFF.” This is likely to the schools with low numbers 
of disadvantaged pupils, low numbers of pupils with low results and low numbers of 
pupils for whom English is not their first language. We remain concerned that small 
schools – at both primary and secondary level – will, perversely, not benefit from this 
policy approach due to the disproportionate impact of the lump sum on the calculation 
of the minimum per pupil level of funding. 

 
3.19 Other measures included in the package of reform alongside the education funding 

policy announcement included: 
 

 The DfE will consult on lifting the inspection exemption for outstanding schools; 

 There will be additional funding for strong academy trusts to expand; 

 A new specialist academy trust will also be set up specifically to take in and 
turn round the most challenging schools struggling with long term 
underperformance. The trust will be piloted in the North of England and offer 
direct support from school leaders with a proven track record in improving 
education. 

 The DfE will increase the level of support to schools that Require Improvement 
(where they have not been judged ‘Good’ by Ofsted in the previous ten years); 

 Continue to expand the school resource management programme; 

 Working with Ofsted, the DfE will ensure that parents have the information they 
need about how schools are utilising funding; 

 Pay will be increased for all teachers with starting salaries to be increased by 
£6,000, up to £30,000 by 2022-23; 

 There will be a £10m investment in a new national behaviour hub; 

 The DfE will consult on revised behaviour and exclusions guidance; 

 The Government will also work with Ofsted to ensure all inspection reports 
also include a ‘rating for financial management and oversight’ with the school, 
academy or academy trust. 

 
3.20 The Government have released a consultation on the implementation of mandatory 

minimum per pupil levels of funding and this is covered elsewhere on the agenda. 
 
4.0 EDUCATION FUNDING POLICY: HIGH NEEDS 
 
4.1 As stated at section 3.3, the Government has announced extra funding of £700m for 

SEND services. Although falling short of the Local Government Association and f40 
estimate of the funding gap of £1.2bn, this funding is welcomed and again reflects 
significant lobbying efforts. The funding announcement – which appears to be for one 
year only – is a significant step towards a better funding deal for North Yorkshire. We 
will continue to lobby to close the funding gap, the cross-subsidisation of the DfE 
funding shortfall from North Yorkshire council taxpayers, and a fairer distribution of the 
national pot to recognise the actual cost drivers of delivering SEND services in large 
and rural counties like North Yorkshire. 
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4.2 Our understanding is that this will be paid directly to local authorities and will ensure 
that every local authority will receive an increase of at least 8% per head of 2 to 18 
population through the funding floor. The minimum increase in 2020-21 allocations will 
be based on local authorities’ high needs allocations in 2019-20, including the 
additional £125m announced in December 2018. 

 
4.3 Above this minimum increase, the formula will allow local authorities to see increases 

of up to 17%. 
 
4.4 At this stage, it is not clear which distribution methodology will be used by the DfE. The 

high needs national funding formula sees North Yorkshire on the ‘funding floor’ – the 
amount of funding allocated to North Yorkshire is ‘topped up’ to a minimum amount. 
The funding formula locks in historic spending patterns and unfairly penalises North 
Yorkshire in the context of significant and rapid growth in the number of children and 
young people assessed as requiring financial support for special education needs and 
disabilities. However, the £125m funding announced in December 2018 was not 
allocated on this basis which saw North Yorkshire receive approximately 1% of the 
overall national total. 

 
4.5 Depending on the distribution methodology – and indeed whether DfE will even consult 

on this – means that the early estimate of the likely allocations is somewhere between 
£4m and £7m. 

 
4.6 In any event, any additional allocation must first be used to repay the £3.3m in-year 

deficit from 2018-19 which is currently being cash-flowed by the local authority. 
Furthermore, the local authority has invested £3.7m net funding in High Needs in 2019-
20 and there is projected in-year financial pressure on top of this of c.£1.5m. This is 
currently being managed with the 1% transfer from Schools Block. However, this takes 
the effective in-year financial pressure to £9.1m. With costs expected to rise in 2020-
21 by c.£2m, at least £11.1m will be required – in this context, even the upper estimate 
of additional funding is unlikely to fully resolve the mounting financial pressure. 

 
4.7 We are also uncertain of the treatment of special schools and academies and Pupil 

Referral Schools and academies. Whilst mainstream schools will get funding 
protection through the Minimum Funding Guarantee and/ or Mandatory Minimum Per 
Pupil Level of Funding, it is not clear how special schools will receive a share of the 
funding increase as a very different funding formula applies. It is possible (if not likely) 
that DfE will require local authorities to apply the same funding protection to special 
schools and PRS establishments to ensure that on a per pupil level, schools would 
receive at least a 0.5% increase in funding (the lower end of the stated range of the 
Minimum Funding Guarantee). Alternatively, the DfE may seek other measures to 
increase special school and PRS funding (for example, base funding has not increased 
from the £10k limit for a number of years). Whilst we remain concerned about the 
financial standing of special schools in particular, additional funding protections, or 
increased funding, for special schools and PRS/ AP establishments will utilise some of 
the additional funding (i.e. we do not expect to be able to close the funding gap by as 
much as the totality of the funding increase awarded). In addition, increases in 
teachers’ pay and increases in starting salaries for teachers will equally apply to special 
schools and PRS/ AP settings. 
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5.0 Other Issues 
 

5.1 It should be noted that the NFF allocations to be released in October 2019 will be 
based on the October 2018 census and the final allocation, updated to the October 
2019 census pupil number and other data changes, will only be available in December 
2019. 

 
5.2 Most of the announcements have been about Schools Funding and to a lesser extent 

about High Needs. However, the DSG comprises four main blocks (Schools Block, 
Central School Services Block, High Needs Block and Early Years Block). Elsewhere 
in the funding announcements, the Government indicated that there would an 
additional £66m for Early Years although it is not clear how this will be distributed. 

 
5.3 In addition, there has been no further announcement of the Central School Services 

Block (CSSB). Further detail is provided in section 10. 
 
5.4 Following the release of the Schools Revenue Operational Guidance, we expect the 

de-delegation of services to continue to be allowed for 2020-21. Schools Forum 
members for primary maintained schools and secondary maintained schools must 
decide separately for each phase whether the service should be provided centrally; 
the decision will apply to all mainstream schools in that phase and will be voted on by 
the relevant maintained school members of the Forum only. Section 6 of this report 
deals with the de-delegation approach for 2020-21. 

 
 
6.0 DE-DELEGATION APPROACH FOR 2020-21 
 
6.1 De-delegation applies only to LA-maintained schools. Where services are able to be 

de-delegated, the budget is technically initially delegated to all schools and academies. 
Services for de-delegation then have to be approved by Schools Forum and, if 
approved, the funding will be removed from maintained schools budgets before final 
school budgets are issued. 

 
6.2 The amount that can be de-delegated will depend on the number of academy 

conversions; if there are more conversions of schools to academies (as expected), it 
will reduce the total sum de-delegated for a service, if the per pupil deduction remains 
the same. 

 
6.3 The services and amounts de-delegated in 2019-20, total £948k, and include: 
 
        £k  £/pupil 
  Schools in Financial Difficulty   755  £16.01 
  Unreasonable School Expenditure  66  £1.39 
  Trade Union Costs    127  £2.70 
  TOTAL     948 
 
6.4 Our proposal to schools for 2020-21 is to continue with current levels of de-delegation 

for Schools in Financial Difficulty and Unreasonable School Expenditure only at the 
same per pupil level as 2019-20. These are contingencies which are available to 
support financially vulnerable schools. Only a small number of schools access the 
funds in a particular financial year so the majority of schools may not feel that they 
have benefitted from the de-delegation. However, the continued financial challenges 
being faced by schools, demonstrated by the increasing number of actual and 
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projected deficits – and addressed elsewhere in the agenda – may result in an 
increasing demand from maintained schools for support from these budgets. 

 
6.5 The Schools in Financial Difficulty Fund is available to support schools that have failed 

an Ofsted Inspection, are at risk of failing an Ofsted Inspection or have other serious 
issues that would impact on the education of the children and young people attending 
the school, and will cause pressures on school budgets and financial difficulties. 
Support is not available to schools facing budget and structural difficulties that would 
not ordinarily impact on standards. There are 2 specific elements to the Fund: 

 

 Schools in Financial Difficulty 

 Schools Causing Concern 
 
6.6 Schools in Financial Difficulty provides actual cash allocations to support schools who 

meet the criteria of the Fund.  In order to be considered for financial support the school 
needs to have prepared a budget recovery plan which demonstrates a move back into 
a balanced budget position and how an allocation from the Fund would contribute to 
the achievement of this. 

 
6.7 The Schools Causing Concern element is used primarily by the School Improvement 

Service, to support schools that are in danger of falling into an Ofsted category of 
concern at the next inspection. The majority of the funding goes to schools that are risk 
assessed as Priority 1. It is increasingly the case that many of these schools have 
budgetary issues, and have actual or forecast deficits which hamper the schools’ 
capacity for rapid improvement.  If an intervention is needed to support the school in 
the short term in order to increase the capacity for rapid improvement, and the school’s 
budget is one of its issues, the Schools Causing Concern fund may be used to fund 
part or all of the intervention/s. All support for schools from the LA is detailed in a 
support plan, drawn up by School Improvement in collaboration with the school, and 
reviewed at regular intervals. Costings for support, and where the funding will come 
from is detailed and agreed as part of the support plan. 

 
6.8 The Unreasonable School Expenditure budget is available to support schools with 

exceptional items where it would not be reasonable to expect funding to be provided 
from the school budget. In recent years the budget has been used to help fund: 

• Council tax charges and adjustments for redundant school houses/ bungalows 
• Support for exceptional premises costs (e.g. introduction of split site premises 

part way through a financial year) 
• Support for additional expenditure resulting from premises limitations (e.g. a 

school has to introduce an additional class due to the physical size of the 
classroom accommodation) 

• Exceptional one-off legal costs 
• Exceptional one-off staffing costs 
• Support for pupil number increases which do not meet the pupil growth criteria 

 
6.9 Trade Union Costs – a separate report elsewhere on the agenda deals with the specific 

approach to de-delegation for Trade Union duties. 
 
 
7.0 EXCEPTIONS TO THE FORMULA 
 
7.1 Local authorities are able to submit a request to the Secretary of State for exceptional 

circumstances where the ‘normal’ operation of the formula would not be appropriate or 
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does not recognise a particular scenario. Requests for exceptions to the formula for 
2020-21 need to be submitted to the DfE by either the 11th October 2019 (first 
submission round) or 20th November 2019 (second submission round). Members of 
the Schools Forum are asked to agree to continue with our current exceptions in 
relation to exceptional rent costs as detailed in 7.2 below. 

 
7.2 A number of exceptions are already in place for schools where their rent costs are in 

excess of 1% of their delegated budget. This exception can only be requested where 
the number of schools affected equates to fewer than 5% of the schools and 
academies in the authority. In order to comply with the “fewer than 5%” criteria in the 
previous two financial years, it has been necessary to apply additional criteria to reduce 
the number of schools which are eligible to receive exceptional rent funding through 
the formula. The criteria introduced to scale back the number of schools was an impact 
level of over £10,000 or an impact level of greater than 1.5% of budget and greater 
than £4,500. The criteria will need to be applied again in 2020/21.  Analysis has been 
undertaken as to whether exceptions need to be requested for any additional schools 
for 2020-21. No further schools have been identified. 

  
 
8.0 OTHER FUNDING FORMULA CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 Minimum Per Pupil Funding Level Calculation 
 
8.1 Local authorities have had discretion to exclude specific formula funding elements 

related to rates, PFI, split sites and exceptional rents from the funding base calculation 
for the Minimum Per Pupil Funding Level i.e. for 2019-20, £3,500 for primary schools 
and £4,800 for secondary school. In 2019/20 two schools who receive funding at the 
Minimum Per Pupil Funding Level and also receive exceptional rents funding 
specifically requested that consideration was given to excluding exceptional rents 
funding from the calculation. The exceptional rents funding reflects the actual 
expenditure incurred by an individual school which is difficult for the school to influence 
and, as such, is very similar to the rates, PFI and split site factors. It is intended to 
continue to exclude exceptional rents funding from the funding base calculation for the 
Minimum Per Pupil Funding Level for 2020/21. However, the detailed calculation 
methodology for the Minimum Per Pupil Funding Level for 2020/21 needs to be 
received from the DfE before this position can be fully confirmed.     

 
 
9.0 INTENTION TO CONSULT 
 
9.1 When seeking to transfer any funding out of the Schools Block, the local authority must 

demonstrate to their Schools Forum that they consulted locally with all maintained 
schools and academies. When considering transfers above the 0.5% limit, and for 
transfers opposed by the Schools Forum, there is an exceptions process, which 
requires Secretary of State approval. 

 
9.2 It is our intention to consult on proposals following the publication of the NFF 

allocations and technical operational guidance. At the moment, DfE have indicated that 
this will be October. The timing and duration of the proposed consultation will depend 
on a number of factors: 
- the amount allocated to North Yorkshire for High Needs will determine whether a 

block transfer will be requested; 
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- the precise release date of individual LA allocations (any consultation must include 
indicative financial modelling of the impact on individual schools); 

- the DfE deadlines and requirement to adhere to political process and approvals. 
 
9.3 If a block transfer is requested, it is likely that any consultation will need to be concluded 

by half-term to enable reports to come back to Schools Forum on 13 November and 
gain subsequent political approval. This is likely to mean that there is short consultation 
period – DfE have recognised that a shorter consultation period may be necessary. 
 

9.4 If a block transfer is not requested, the local authority will be able to hold a longer 
consultation period and will be able to determine whether the consultation comes back 
to Schools Forum in November or December 2019. 

  
9.5 Any consultation will refer to: 

 The level of the MFG for 2020-21 

 The proposed transfer of funding, if any, from the Schools Block to High Needs 
Block in 2020-21 

 
  
 
10.0 CENTRAL SCHOOL SERVICES BLOCK (CSSB) 
 
10.1 The Central School Services Block was introduced in April 2018 and covers a range of 

services which are not delegated school responsibilities. These services support LA-
maintained schools and academies alike and have previously been funded from 
council (non-DSG) budgets, which have been top-sliced and allocated back to each 
authority in this new DSG block.  

 
10.2 The following services are funded from CSSB: 

 Strategic Management Costs, including planning for the education service as 
a whole 

 Revenue budget preparation, monitoring, internal and external audit, funding 
to schools 

 Consultation costs 

 Plans involving other LA services 

 SACRE 

 Schools attendance and exclusion issues 

 Employment of children 

 Capital programme 

 Landlord responsibilities 

 School Admissions 

 Places in independent schools (non-SEN 

 Servicing of Schools Forum 

 Back-pay for equal pay claims 

 Contribution to combined budgets 
 
10.3 The CSSB currently relates to both ongoing responsibilities and historic commitments. 

Under the CSSB NFF North Yorkshire will see a reduction in the level of funding 
received for ongoing responsibilities. The CSSB related to ongoing responsibilities 
includes a protection to ensure no LA sees losses of greater than 2.5% per pupil, year-
on-year, for 2019-20.The DfE have stated that from 2020-21, they expect to start 
reducing the historic commitment element of the CSSB where local authorities’ 
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expenditure has not reduced. They state that “We do not believe it is fair to maintain 
indefinitely significant differences in funding between local authorities which reflect 
historic decisions.”  

 
10.4 For North Yorkshire, the level of historic commitments totals £1.788m and relates to 

services provided by the Early Help service. The local authority will need to look at how 
to deal with the funding reductions. As with previous years, we are not proposing, at 
this stage, to top-slice school budgets to fund any central services for schools in 2020-
21. 

 
 
11.0 TEACHERS’ PAY 
 
11.1 In July 2019 the DfE announced that the upper and lower boundaries of all teachers 

pay ranges would rise by 2.75% from 1st September 2019. The DfE also announced 
that an additional teachers’ pay grant will be made available to fund the 0.75% element 
of the pay award over 2%. The DfE have assessed a 2% pay rise as being affordable 
for schools. The budget planning software provided for North Yorkshire maintained 
schools included provision for a 2% teachers’ pay award for September 2019 so, when 
combined with the additional pay grant funding, there should be no impact on schools’ 
planned budgets. At this stage, no detail has been received on the allocation 
methodology for the new teachers’ pay grant, which is in addition to the grant already 
provided to cover the ongoing impact of the September 2018 teacher’s pay award. 

 
11.2 The conditions of teachers’ pay grant states that the allocation and payment to high 

needs settings (special schools/academies and PRS/AP settings) is to be determined 
by the LA after consultation with each high needs setting. The LA is currently consulting 
with these settings with regard to the allocation of the grant for the 2019/20 financial 
year. The results from this consultation will be reported to the November meeting of 
the Schools Forum. 

 
11.3 The DfE have confirmed that the teachers’ pay grant will continue to be paid separately 

from the National Funding Formula in 2020/21. The funding rates for 2020/21 have not 
yet been confirmed. No information has been provided by the DfE in relation to 
teachers’ pay funding post 2020/21. 

 
 
12.0 TEACHERS’ PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
12.1 The employers’ contribution in relation to teachers’ pensions has risen from 16.48% to 

approx. 23.6% from September 2019. In the 2019/20 financial year the DfE are 
providing additional funding through a teachers’ pension grant to fund the increased 
costs. The grant covers the 7 months of financial year 2019-20 from September 2019 
for all schools. The grant funding is allocated using a per pupil formula for mainstream 
schools and academies and a per place formula for specialist schools and academies. 
Mainstream institutions with less than 100 pupils will be funded as if they had 100 
pupils and Specialist institutions with less than 40 places will be funded as if they had 
40 places. 2019/20 funding rates are as follows: 
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School Phase £ / Pupil 

Primary 77.50 

Secondary  114.08 

Special Schools & Alternative Provision 282.89 

 
 
12.2 The DfE are accompanying the main grant with a Supplementary Fund. Schools will 

be able to apply to the fund if their grant allocation falls short of their actual pension 
cost increase between September 2019 and March 2020 by more than 0.05% of their 
overall budget for this period, and they will be reimbursed for costs above that 
threshold. More details of how schools will be able to apply will be provided in October. 
The DfE have provided this additional fund in recognition of the substantial cost 
increase caused by the changes to the TPS employer contribution rate. 

 
12.3 As part of recent funding announcements, the DfE have confirmed that nationally 

£1.5bn per annum will be available for the period 2020/21 to 2022/23 to continue to 
fund the additional pension costs for teachers. Again, no detailed information is 
available as yet as to how this funding will be allocated. 

 
 
13.0 SCHEME FOR FINANCING SCHOOLS 
 
13.1 The NYCC Scheme for Financing Schools has been reviewed and updated over the 

summer period to reflect the statutory guidance received from the DfE in February 
2019 in relation to local authority Schemes for Financing Schools. A verbal summary 
of the key proposed changes to the Scheme will be provided at the meeting of the 
Schools Forum. Maintained schools within North Yorkshire will be consulted on the 
proposed changes to the Scheme in October 2019. The results from this consultation 
will be reported to the November 2019 meeting of the Schools Forum.  

 
 
14.0 FUTURE SCHOOLS FORUM DATES  
 
14.1 Existing planned Schools Forum Dates are as follows: 

 26 September 2019 

 13 November 2019 

 12 December 2019 

 23 January 2020 

 12 March 2020 
 

14.2 Further provisional dates for 2020 are suggested below: 

 Thursday 21 May 2020 

 Thursday 17 September 2020 

 Thursday 12 November 2020 

 Thursday 10 December 2020 
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15.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
15.1 The Schools Forum is asked: 

- To note the update on school funding; 
- To note the intention to consult schools and academies on the potential formula 

implications for 2020-21 including MFG and any proposed transfer from Schools 
Block to High Needs Block; results will be reported back to the Schools Forum at 
the November meeting. 

 

15.2 LA-maintained primary phase Schools Forum members are asked to vote on the de-
delegation of: 

 Schools in Financial Difficulty 

 Unreasonable School Expenditure 

 

15.3 LA-maintained secondary phase Schools Forum members are asked to vote on the 
de-delegation of: 

 Schools in Financial Difficulty 

 Unreasonable School Expenditure 

 

15.4 The Schools Forum are asked to note: 

 The proposed treatment of exceptions to the formula outlined in section 7 

 The position on Central School Services Block outlined in section 10 

 The information provided on teacher’s pay grant outlined in section 11 and 
teachers pension contributions outlined in section 12 

 

STUART CARLTON 
Corporate Director – Children and Young People’s Service 
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSIS OF EDUCATION POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (3 SEPTEMBER 
2019) ON SCHOOLS IN NORTH YORKSHIRE 

 

 

Primary 
Schools   Primary Schools  

      

 2020/21 2021/22  2020/21 2021/22 

 

Funding less 
than £3750 per 

pupil 

Funding less 
than £4000 
per pupil  

Funding less 
than £3750 per 

pupil 

Funding less 
than £4000 per 

pupil 

      

 No of schools No of schools  

Indicative 
funding gain 

based on 2019/20 
pupil numbers (£) 

Indicative 
funding gain 

based on 
2019/20 pupil 
numbers (£) 

      
Harrogate & 
Knaresborough 15 20  816,130 2,160,259 

Richmond 6 20  205,095 987,181 

Scarborough & 
Whtby 4 9  118,197 558,668 

Selby & Ainsty 9 20  253,401 1,101,990 

Skipton & 
Ripon 4 16  132,968 574,364 

Thirsk & 
Malton 4 15  111,975 734,326 

Total 42 100  1,637,766 6,116,788 

      

 

Secondary 
Schools   Secondary  

 2020/21 2021/22  2020/21 2021/22 

 

Funding less 
than £5000 per 

pupil 

Funding less 
than £5000 
per pupil  

Funding less 
than £5000 per 

pupil 

Funding less 
than £5000 per 

pupil 

      

 No of schools No of schools  

Indicative 
funding gain 

based on 2019/20 
pupil numbers (£) 

Indicative 
funding gain 

based on 
2019/20 pupil 
numbers (£) 

      
Harrogate & 
Knaresborough 5 5  1,065,020 1,065,020 

Richmond 4 4  504,914 504,914 

Scarborough & 
Whtby 1 1  50,648 50,648 

Selby & Ainsty 2 2  156,874 156,874 

Skipton & 
Ripon 4 4  380,174 380,174 

Thirsk & 
Malton 3 3  176,788 176,788 

Total 19 19  2,334,418 2,334,418 
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APPENDIX 5 

 

Equality impact assessment (EIA) form: 
evidencing paying due regard to protected 

characteristics  
(Form updated April 2019) 

 

School Funding 2020-21                                        
(School & High Needs Block Funding) 

 

If you would like this information in another language or 
format such as Braille, large print or audio, please contact 
the Communications Unit on 01609 53 2013 or email 
communications@northyorks.gov.uk. 

 
 

 

 

 
Equality Impact Assessments (EIAs) are public documents.  EIAs accompanying reports 
going to County Councillors for decisions are published with the committee papers on our 
website and are available in hard copy at the relevant meeting.  To help people to find 
completed EIAs we also publish them in the Equality and Diversity section of our website.  
This will help people to see for themselves how we have paid due regard in order to meet 
statutory requirements.   

 
Name of Directorate and Service Area North Yorkshire County Council:  

Central Services 

Lead Officer and contact details Howard Emmett  - Assistant Director – 
Strategic Services  

Names and roles of other people involved in 
carrying out the EIA 

 Sally Dunn – Head of Finance (Schools & 
Early Years)  
Catriona Lowin - Accountant (Schools and 
Early Years) 

How will you pay due regard? e.g. working 
group, individual officer 

The proposal has been subject to a school 
wide consultation process from 18th October 
ending 7th November 2019 and this EIA will be 
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updated during and following the consultation 
responses. 
The item will be discussed at the North 
Yorkshire School Forum meeting on 13th 
November. 

When did the due regard process start? In setting School Funding in 2019/20, due 
regard was given to the recognition of the 
increased budget pressures in High Needs for 
children meeting these needs as part of their 
educational provision. As a result the 
Secretary of State gave permission to transfer 
1% (£3.39m) of the Schools Block funding to 
support High Needs.  
 
This EIA considers the same issue in respect 
of 2020-21 School and High Needs Funding.  
 

 
 
Section 1. Please describe briefly what this EIA is about. (e.g. are you starting a new 
service, changing how you do something, stopping doing something?) 

 
The EIA considers the need to change how we use the Council’s DSG (Dedicated School Grant) 
and specifically the funding blocks for High Needs and Schools Block  
 
In 2019/20, the DfE acknowledged the increasing pressures related to High Needs budgets 
faced nationally and allowed LAs, with the permission of their School Forums to use up to 0.5% 
of the Schools Block funding to support High Needs, plus they allocated additional funding to 
all local authorities.  However, with significant budget pressures of £6.8m, in 2019-20, North 
Yorkshire successfully applied for a disapplication request to the Secretary of State for 
Education to transfer 1% of the Schools Block to the High Needs Block in recognition of this 
financial pressure.  
 
For 2020/21, the DfE is continuing to allow the transfer of up to 0.5% of the School Block funding 
to the High Needs Block. The approval of the Schools Forum is required for this transfer and the 
views of local schools and academies will need to be considered in determining this decision. 
Any proposal to transfer more than 0.5%, or transfers of 0.5% where Schools Forum approval 
has not been given require the approval of the Secretary of State.  
 
Given the demand for High Needs Services for children & young people (0-25) and the resulting 
financial pressures in North Yorkshire (see 2.) transfers of 0%, 0.5% and 1% are being 
considered from the School Block to High Needs Block for 2020/21. 

 
 

 
Section 2. Why is this being proposed? What are the aims? What does the authority 
hope to achieve by it? (e.g. to save money, meet increased demand, do things in a better 
way.) 
The proposal seeks to meet the increasing demand for High Needs Services through a transfer 
in 2020/21 of up to 1% of the School Block funding to the High Needs budget for North Yorkshire 
County Council – up to approx. £3.52m to assist in meeting the increasing demands and financial 
pressures of High Needs. 
 
For 2019/20, the Council received an overall funding allocation of £49.55m for High Needs, 
with an underlying pressure of £8.0m.  Future demand predictions indicate that based on 
current trends the underlying financial pressure of £8.0m will increase in 2020-21. 
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This is evidenced by the following increase in activity: 
 

 A significant increase in the number of children receiving SEN Support with a 16% 
increase in Primary School pupils and a 23% increase Secondary School pupils 
between January 2016 and January 2019  

 Numbers of children with Education Health and Care Plans (EHCP) increasing by 68% 
between 2014/15 and 2018/19 (financial years)  

 
The purpose of making this transfer to the High Needs Block is to provide funding towards the 
financial pressures.  The Council’s five year Strategic Plan for SEND (Education Provision 0-
25) 2018-23, identifies the re-shaping of the High Needs Budget as one of the three core areas 
of the Council’s Plan.  A number of developments have been implemented in 2019/20 to 
address the unsustainable overspend position on the High Needs budget. These developments 
include:  

 The replacement of the CAN-DO Resource Allocation System with a Banded System  

 Moving to study programmes of 600 planned hours per academic year for post-16 study 
for young people with EHCPs.  

 The transformation of Pupil Referral Services (PRS) and Alternative Provision 
establishments with a reduced funding allocation.  

 
Further progress on the Strategic Plan will include: 

- Consulting on implementing a medical tuition model; 
- Development of targeted in-reach provision within mainstream schools; 
- Implementation of the free Special School in Selby 

 
However, this is not sufficient to address the underlying projected overspend and further 
measures will be considered in order for future financially sustainability to be achieved for the 
High Needs budget 
 
 

 
Section 3. What will change? What will be different for customers and/or staff? 
The impact of the proposal will be to reduce the overall quantum of funding remaining in the 
Schools Block and allow for a corresponding increase in the overall funding available in the High 
Needs Block, dependent that is upon the preferred percentage that emerges from the 
consultation, the views of the School Forum and the decision taken by the Council.  The funding 
will remain ring-fenced to the overall Dedicated Schools Grant.  
 
The shift of funding from one block to another will have an impact on children and young people 
including those with protected characteristics (e.g. targeting of resources for children with SEND) 
in both the donor and recipient blocks. The Council’s SEND Strategy sets out these details in 
terms of ensuring a continuum of SEND education across the County for children and young 
people aged 0-25. 
 
From an individual school perspective, the benefits of this shift will be dependent upon the cohort 
and characteristics of the children in the schools. As each school will make a contribution to the 
transfer of funds but certain schools may benefit more than others in terms of their funding 
requirements from the High Needs Block. 
 
The impact on individual schools may also vary in relation to the proposed level of the Minimum 
Funding Guarantee (MFG) to be implemented in 2020/21.  
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Section 4. Involvement and consultation (What involvement and consultation has been 
done regarding the proposal and what are the results? What consultation will be needed and 
how will it be done?) 
 
The DfE released their 2020/21 funding announcement and the associated detailed funding 
information required to model funding formula options for the next financial year on the 11th 
October 2019; this is later than usual. This has resulted in a much shorter timescale being 
available to consult on local school funding developments than would normally be the case; the 
DfE have acknowledged this position.  
 
In order to report the results of the consultation to the meeting of the North Yorkshire Schools 
Forum on the 13th November 2019 and to meet the DfE deadline of the 28th November 2019 
for the submission of any formula disapplication requests, the consultation period is 18th 
October 2019 – 7th November 2019 - just under 3 weeks and it has been necessary to run the 
consultation over the half term holiday period.  

 
The consultation document was sent to all schools and academies (see link) inviting responses 
to be returned to the LA by 7th November. The responses and results from the consultation 
exercise will be presented at the Schools Forum on 13th November 2019. This EIA will be 
updated during and following the consultation responses. Schools will be notified of the 
outcome of this process before the end of November. 
Link: 
https://r1.dmtrk.net/4BPJ-OPXA-022EF6J396/cr.aspx 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Section 5. What impact will this proposal have on council budgets? Will it be cost 
neutral, have increased cost or reduce costs?  
 
Please explain briefly why this will be the result. 

 
The specific proposal in the EIA is cost neutral as the overall quantum stays the same; rather 
there is a movement of funding from one block to another. This EIA does refer to the pressures 
in the High Needs Budget and the Council’s SEND Strategy identifies actions that will enable 
the Council to operate within its available funding 
 
 

 
 
Section 6. How 
will this 
proposal affect 
people with 
protected 
characteristics? 

No 
impact 

Make 
things 
better 

Make 
things 
worse 

Why will it have this effect? Provide 
evidence from engagement, consultation 
and/or service user data or demographic 
information etc. 

Age    There are almost 161,000 children and young 
people aged 0-25 in North Yorkshire. The 
proposal to move funds from the Schools 
Block to High Needs Block within the 
Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) will mean 
that the funding quantum will continue to be 
for the benefit of children and young people. 
No other age bands will be affected. 

https://r1.dmtrk.net/4BPJ-OPXA-022EF6J396/cr.aspx
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Disability    10.9% of the school population in North 
Yorkshire is at SEN Support and 2.5% of the 
school population have Education Health and 
Care Plans (EHCPs). There are currently 
1100 more children with EHCPs funded by 
North Yorkshire than at the beginning of 
2016. By transferring funding from the 
Schools Block in 2020/21, interim funding will 
ensure appropriate needs are met and 
children with these characteristics are less 
disadvantaged receiving the universal, 
targeted or specialist educational support 
they need. 

 
Sex     The SEND population of young people in 

North Yorkshire with an EHCP is higher 
among boys, (61%), so proportionally there 
may be a greater benefit from these 
proposals for boys than girls but this will be in 
line with assessed need. 

Race    It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

Gender 
reassignment 

   It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

Sexual 
orientation 

   It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

Religion or belief    It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

Pregnancy or 
maternity 

   It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

Marriage or civil 
partnership 

   It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

 
 
Section 7. How 
will this 
proposal affect 
people who… 

No 
impact 

Make 
things 
better 

Make 
things 
worse 

Why will it have this effect? Provide 
evidence from engagement, consultation 
and/or service user data or demographic 
information etc. 

..live in a rural 
area? 

 
 
 

  It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 

…have a low 
income? 

 
 
 
 

  No data available at time of writing to show 
there is a greater impact on those children 
with SEND and families with low incomes  

…are carers 
(unpaid family 
or friend)? 

 
 

  It is anticipated there would be no identifiable 
impact as a result of this proposal for this 
characteristic 
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Section 8. Geographic impact – Please detail where the impact will be (please tick all that 
apply) 

North Yorkshire wide  
 
  

Craven district  
 

Hambleton district  
 

Harrogate district  
 

Richmondshire 
district 

 

Ryedale district  
 

Scarborough district  
 

Selby district  
 

If you have ticked one or more districts, will specific town(s)/village(s) be particularly 
impacted? If so, please specify below. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Section 9. Will the proposal affect anyone more because of a combination of protected 
characteristics? (e.g. older women or young gay men) State what you think the effect may 
be and why, providing evidence from engagement, consultation and/or service user data 
or demographic information etc. 
 
None identified other than a potential positive impact for boys with SEND by targeting DSG 
funding in this way. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Section 10. Next steps to address the anticipated impact. Select one of the 
following options and explain why this has been chosen. (Remember: we have 
an anticipatory duty to make reasonable adjustments so that disabled people can 
access services and work for us) 

Tick 
option 
chosen 

1. No adverse impact - no major change needed to the proposal. There is no 
potential for discrimination or adverse impact identified. 

 

2. Adverse impact - adjust the proposal - The EIA identifies potential problems 
or missed opportunities. We will change our proposal to reduce or remove these 
adverse impacts, or we will achieve our aim in another way which will not make 
things worse for people.  

 

3. Adverse impact - continue the proposal - The EIA identifies potential 
problems or missed opportunities. We cannot change our proposal to reduce or 
remove these adverse impacts, nor can we achieve our aim in another way 
which will not make things worse for people. (There must be compelling reasons 
for continuing with proposals which will have the most adverse impacts. Get 
advice from Legal Services) 
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4. Actual or potential unlawful discrimination - stop and remove the proposal 
– The EIA identifies actual or potential unlawful discrimination. It must be 
stopped. 

 

Explanation of why option has been chosen. (Include any advice given by Legal Services.)  
 
No significant adverse impacts have been identified from the EIA affecting one or more 
protected characteristic.   
 
The proposal does not recommend a reduction to the level of funding for children and young 
people rather it seeks to target that available to the area of High Needs identified as an area of 
growing demand, The EIA identifies that the Council has a Strategy in place to re-shape High 
Needs Budgets (parts of which are to receive a separate EIA) and that this funding in 2020/21 
will provide interim financial support to protect those children with special educational needs 
and disabilities.  
 
The consultation with schools will conclude on the 7th November. This EIA will be updated 
during and following the consultation responses should this be required. 
 
 

 
 
Section 11. If the proposal is to be implemented how will you find out how it is really 
affecting people? (How will you monitor and review the changes?) 

 
In addition to the regular monitoring and reporting of finances to the School Forum, the Strategic 
SEND Plan sets out a comprehensive countywide North Yorkshire Inclusion Partnership model 
which will make sure there is a strategic vision across North Yorkshire. 
 
The membership will include as well as LA senior officers both senior representatives from 
education providers across the 0-25 age range and parents/carers.  The new model will include 
local area groups and panels to ensure the efficient and fair use of financial resources 
 

 
 
Section 12. Action plan. List any actions you need to take which have been identified in this 
EIA, including post implementation review to find out how the outcomes have been achieved in 
practice and what impacts there have actually been on people with protected characteristics. 

Action Lead By when Progress Monitoring 
arrangements 

1. To undertake 
a formal 
consultation 
with schools  

 

Howard Emmett 
– Asst. Director  

7th November 
2019 

  

2. To report 
outcomes to 
School 
Forum  

 

Howard Emmett 
– Asst. Director 

13th November   
2019  

  

3. Pending 
outcome 
from 1.& 2.  
write to DfE 
for a 
disapplication 
request 

Sally Dunn          
Head of Schools 
& Early Years 

28th November  
2019  
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4. Review via 

North 
Yorkshire 
Inclusion 
Governance 
Groups 

 

    

 
 
 
 
Section 13. Summary Summarise the findings of your EIA, including impacts, 
recommendation in relation to addressing impacts, including any legal advice, and next steps. 
This summary should be used as part of the report to the decision maker. 
 
The Equality Impact Assessment has assessed the impact of the proposal namely  
 

 To change how we use the Council’s DSG (Dedicated Schools Grant) and specifically 
the funding blocks for High Needs and Schools Block  

 

 To consider transfers of 0%, 0.5% and 1% from the School Block to High Needs Block 
for 2020/21. 

 

 To hold consultation with all schools and academies in North Yorkshire over these 
proposals   

 

 To report findings, conclusions and recommendations to the School Forum  
 
At this stage of the EIA there is no evidence to suggest that the proposal made will significantly 
disadvantage one or more protected characteristics rather it will assist in supporting targeted 
funding to children with SEND. 
 

 

 
 
Section 14. Sign off section 
 
This full EIA was completed by: 
 
Name: Catriona Lowin 
Job title: Accountant  
Directorate: Central Services 
 
Signature: 
 
Completion date: 16th October 2019 
 
Authorised by relevant Assistant Director (signature): 
Howard Emmett  
 
Date: 

 


